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Editor's Note
In a year when early music festivals, sym-
posia, and exhibitions have taken place in
San Antonio, Berkeley, Utrecht, Karls-
ruhe, and Versailles (not to mention the
usual array of summer workshops and
other institutes), it is easy to be impressed
by the amount of cross-pollination of ideas
that must occur among performers, com-
posers, scholars, instrument makers, and
presenters. One aspect of this interchange
is laid out for us by Pete Rose, himself this
month returning from the recorder sym-
posium in Karlsruhe, Germany. Pete's
chart, appearing as a fold-out on pages 20-
22, traces the interaction of developments
in avant-garde recorder music in the last
40 years as only he an active participant
in these developments) can do. Reports on
the Berkeley Festival and the San Antonio
Early Music Festiva; appear on pages 5
and 6 respectively.
Another example of this interaction is

George Lucktenberg's guided European
tour of historical keyboards reported on
by Ingeborg von Huene (herself now off
to Utrecht) on page 6.
Recorder players who have been avoid-

ing French Baroque sonatas because of
their (oh-so-important) stylistic niceties
will have no further excuse after reading
Anthony Rowland-Jones's article "First
Steps in Applying French Polish," drawn
from his recent book on interpretation
(page 9). And for players whose interests
tend toward hardware rather than soft-
ware, we offer Jan 13Duterse's description
of historical Dutch recorders in American
collections (page 14. Don't be confused
by the terms for sour ding notes in this ar-
ticle and in Raymond Dessy's contribution
to the letters column (page 33). There are
any number of accepted ways of identify-
ing notes; Boutersel f1 is Dessy's F4.
Finally, on a personal note: your editor

feels as if he has produced more than just
a magazine this summer, an impression
solidified by the forceful lungs of his new-
born son, Samuel Edward Rolfe Dunham.
His mother and I look at his long, strong
fingers and truly believe we have a con-
tinuo player joining the family ensemble.

Benjamin Dunham
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President's Message

This month there will
be a change-of-the-
guard at the ARS
when the newly elect-
ed board meets for the
first time in Princeton,
New Jersey, as guests
of the Princeton Chap-
ter. New officers of the

Society will be elected and new ideas ex-
plored. Now is the time to look toward the
future of the recorder movement and how
the ARS can best ensure future recorder
playing by adults and children, profession-
als and amateurs. Now is also the time,
however, to look back on the accomplish-
ments of the retiring board—to evaluate
previous and ongoing projects and to set
priorities for the future.
The last four years have been full of

changes for the ARS. We have changed
executive directors, editors, and presi-
dents, and we have moved our office.
Change, of course, is inevitable and often
for the good. The ARS is now becoming a
more business-like, more professional not-
for-profit corporation, gradually replacing
one dependent upon volunteer resources.
We have defined the roles of the executive
director and the editor, and we have set
up guidelines for board members. We
have instituted detailed monthly financial
reports, which are reviewed by the Execu-
tive Committee. We have changed our re-
lationship to independent workshops and
clarified our scholarship procedure.

It is remarkable that during this time of
change the ARS was able to introduce
many new projects, besides implementing
and fine-tuning existing activities. ARS 50,
which was set into place by the previous
board, became an impetus for our Capital
Campaign and led to grants for profes-
sional performers and composers as well
as the publication of the Discography of
the Recorder in 1989, spotlighting our
50th Anniversary year. The new Ameri-
can Recorder is showing the world that
the recorder is alive and well in this hemi-
sphere in the 1990s. Also six Chapter In-
formation Packets with ideas and music
lists for chapter meetings have been pub-
lished, and over thirty chapter grants have
been awarded for various creative projects
since the beginning of these programs
during the last four years.
The ARS is now beginning to focus seri-

ously on developing future recorder play-
ers through an expanded beginning re-

Continued on page 32
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Off and On Track
The International Recorder Week, start-
ing January 1, 1993, a festival for contem-
porary recorder music hosted by "De
Ijsbreker" in Amsterdam, Holland, has
been cancelled because of massive
cutbacks in government funding for the
arts, upon which De Ijsbreker is entirely
dependent The new music center hopes
to reschedule the event when and if funds
become available.
The American Musicological Society
will hold its meeting this year November
5-8 in Pittsburgh, PA. Among the speak-
ers is Charles Price of West Chester (PA)
University on "To Grace or Not to Grace:
Implied Strategies for Improvised Embel-
lishment in the Solo Sonatas of William
Babe11."
Hard on the heels of the Holland Festi-

val Early Music litre zht and the Karlsruhe
International Recorder Symposium, the
second Versailles International Early
Music Exhibition was held September 11-
13, 1992, in the Orangerie. Over 100 ex-
hibitors, including instrument makers,
publishers, and musical associations, and
ensembles of many nationalities were ex-
pected to be on Land. Concerts were
scheduled by the Collegium Vocale et In-
strumentale, Ghent, under the direction of
Philippe Herreweghe, the Bratislava Ba-
roque Orchestra, Les Talens Lyriques, En-
semble "Les Demoiselles de Saint Cyr,"
the Ricercar Consort of Brussels, and La
Capella Reial de Cataluny and Le Concert
des Nations under Jordi Savall.
The editorial office of Early Music mag-

azine has changed to 3 Park Road, Lon-
don NW1 6XN, Great Britain, telephone
71-724-1707.
Early Music America's "Bulletin" an-

nounced the discontinuance of Stanford
University's degree program in early
music performance practice, owing to the
financial crunch brought on by the Fed-
eral Government's &access in challenging
the University's indirect costs on govern-
ment grants. "Faculty and staff for the per-

formance of early music are dispersing,
and the present group of student scholar.
performers will be Stanford's last," EMA
reports. The Longy School of Music in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, on the other
hand, will begin a master of music pro-
gram with a concentration in early music.

People in the News
Hermann Moeck, proprietor of Moeck
Verlag & Musik-instrumentenwerk, cele-
brated his 70th bzthday on September
16. Upon entering the firm founded by his
father, Moeck concentrated on the pub-
lishing side, introducing contemporary
works to its catalog. After he took over
the firm in 1960, he began the production
of historical-model woodwinds and started
the publication of Tibia magazine. Most
recently, Moeck has supervised the intro-
duction of the "flauto leggero" series of
ensemble instruments, replacing the
company's Tuju series, which had been
made since 1930.
William R. Dowd, a leader in the mod-

ern revival of harpsichord making, was
named as the tenth annual recipient of the
Curt Sachs Award, the highest honor of
the American Musical Instrument Soci-
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ety. The award was presented May 2 at
AMIS's meeting in San Antonio, Texas.
Cecil Adkins of the University of North
Texas won the Frances Densmore Prize
for his article "Oboes Beyond Compare:
The Instruments of Hendrik and Fredrik
Richters," in the 1990 Journal of the
American Musical Instrument Society.
The Society will hold its 22nd annual
meeting in Nashville, Tennessee, May 12-
16, 1993.

Music's Healing Power
In the immediate aftermath of the Los An-
geles riots, 38 registrants braved continu-
ing outbreaks of violence and early cur-
fews to attend Shirley Robbins' Mass
Workshop in Claremont, California. "In
the midst of chaos," reports Southern Cal-
ifornia Recorder Society member Nancy
Davis, "a community of people—black,
white, Jewish, Christian, atheist, young,
middle-aged, old, men and women—over-
came fear in order to come together and
play sacred music—masses written in the

Hermann Moeck celebrated his 70th
birthday on September 16.
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15th century. All of us were enriched and
empowered by that experience, and for me
it was a major part of my healing."
LIFEbeat, the music industry's AIDS

support organization, has established a
hotline to "provide linkages for and refer-
rals to members of the music community."
The number, 1-800-AIDS-411, will give
users access to physician referrals and in-
formation on HIV testing, medications,
and other professional services specific to
members of the music community.

Ensemble Activities
A four-week September tour to the Far
East, sponsored by the U.S. Information
Agency "Arts America" program, is taking
Hesperus to Brunei, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, and Indonesia. The ensem-
ble, consisting of Scott Reiss, recorders,
Tina Chancey, bowed strings, and Bruce
Hutton on traditional folk instruments,
performs a fusion repertoire, combining
early music with American traditional
styles.
The period-instrument group Four Na-

tions Ensemble was one of three organi-
zations to receive a matching grant in this
year's Chamber Music America Ensem-
ble Residency Program. They will estab-
lish a residency at Kings College, Wilkes-
Barre, Pennsylvania, involving "concerts
and classes within the humanities divi-
sion, a marketing and advertising compo-
nent to be administered by the college's
business school students, and concerts
and outreach programs throughout the
region." The Ensemble Project Ars Nova
(PAN) renewed their matching grant for a
residency at the Longy School in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, and WGBH. The
15-year-old program is supported by a
$375,000 three-year grant from the Lila
Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund.
At Mitchell Community College, States-

ville, North Carolina, on March 29, and
Catawba College, Salisbury, North Caro-
lina, on April 9, Dale Higbee and Renee
McCachren performed Beethoven's So-
nata in F Major, Op. 17, for horn and

NNVNYTT.V.K.M..  •

piano and Mozart's Quartet for Oboe and
Strings, K. 370, in arrangements for alto
recorder and piano prepared by Mr.
Higbee and Peter Hodgson. "I prefer play-
ing first-class music by great composers in
arrangements, if necessary, to playing bor-
ing pieces written specifically for the re-
corder by composers with little or no tal-
ent," Mr. Higbee said. His ensemble,
Carolina Baroque, has announced three
programs for the 1992-3 season: "Ba-
roque Winds," "The English Baroque,"

and "Giants of the Baroque: Bach and
Handel."
The upstate New York Adirondack Ba-

roque Consort is celebrating its 30th An-
niversary in 1992. Founded by Maurice C.
Whitney in Glens Falls, New York, the
group consists of eight amateurs and pro-
fessionals—Jane and William Coffey, Rich-
ard DeMarsh, Karen Williams, Anne
Morse, Tom Grubb, Carrol Newquist, Mar-
tha Lepow, and director Dr. Joseph A.
Loux, Jr.—actively involved in concertiz-
ing and educational activities. The ABC
has commissioned several pieces and in
1989 established the Margaret DeMarsh
ARS Workshop Scholarship in memory of
its third director.
The duo of Michael Lynn and Nina
Stern have released a recording of Cor-
elli trio sonatas on Wildboar 9203. The
disc, supported in part with funds from
the ARS Professional Performance Pro-
gram, is available from the ARS business
members listed in the advertisement on
page 34.

The summer of '92 was the start of a
new musical experience for many.
Second from right, Gene Murrow,
director of the Pinewoods Early Music
Week, leads a beginning recorder class.
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"I prefer playing first-class music by great composers in arrangements,
if necessary, to playing boring pieces written specifically for the

recorder by composers with little or no talent," Dale Higbee said.

Berkeley Acknowledges Recorder Movement
In Panel, Education Program, and Concerts

The American Recorder Society had a
major presence at the Berkeley Festival
and Exhibition, June 7-14, manning a
booth in the exhibition hall under the su-
pervision of executive director Alan
Moore, hosting a reception after an Eva
Legene concert, and holding a panel dis-
:ussion, Saturday, June 13, on "The Fu-
:ure of the Ameri :an Recorder Move-
ment," mocerated by ARS President Con-
stance Primus. On the panel were Gerry
Greer of the Sacramento ARS Chapter,
uth Harvey of the Boulder Early Music

Shop, professional performer Judith
Linsenberg and Joanna Bramel Young,
who teaches recorder at Santa Rosa Ju-
nior College.
In her opening remarks, Mrs. Primus

identified tie early pioneering work of
charismatic leaders Arnold Dolmetsch,
Suzanne Bloch, and Erich Katz and sum-
marized the unparaleled variety of ways
in which the recorder is used tin elemen-
tary, college and adult education; recrea-
tional play:ng and professional perfor-
mance; and in early, contemporary, and

popular music), pointing out that the
wide scope of uses for the instrument
may ensure the future of the recorder
movement.
Mrs. YoLng recalled her own early

learning of the recorder, which had to be
unlearned when she studied in Freiburg,
anc said that her main goal is to share
the joy of playing music with her stu-
dents. Gerry Greer recounted the ups and
downs of maintaining a healthy member-
ship in his chapter and described how it
had evolved into more of an early music
society than specifically a recorder
group. Judith Linsenberg contrasted the
position of the recorder in American soci-
ety with the respect that it is given in Eu-
rope (although there are more opportuni-
ties for performers here because the field
is not as saturated with well-trained solo-
ists;.. Ruth Harvey worried that as "early
music" incorporates later and later reper-
toire, the recorder tends to get left be-
hind, and b:amed the recession for a lack
of growth .n her recorder-related busi-

Continued on page 36

Top 1ef4 Valerie Horst, Eva Legene,
Hopkinson Smith, Alan Moore, and
Benjamin Dunham after a performance
of "The Prince Who Wanted a Bird,"
Ms. Legene's delightful musical skit for
pre-schoolers. Top right, Alan Moore
and Constance Primus at BMA's
think-tank on the future of early music,
led by Ann Farris. Above, participants
chat under charts plotting the growth
of early music into the 21st century.
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George Lucktenberg's Magical
Historical Keyboard Tour
Too bad it has to end
A Scandinavian travelogue by Ingeborg von Huene

"What an intriguing idea to combine his-
torical keyboards with sight-seeing," I
thought in January when the ads for
George Lucktenberg's last Historical Key-
board Tour came to our house. Because I
was committed to exhibiting Von Huene
instruments in Ruesselsheim (May 28-29)
and then to visiting a friend in Germany, I
decided to join the tour at the halfway
point in Hamburg (they had been in Ber-
lin, Leipzig, and Halle, and were full of
praise for Mr. Beurmann's collection near
Hamburg). I had never been to Scandina-
via and gave myself this treat in fulfillment
of a very old wish, since my mother intro-
duced me to the literature of the region.
We were twenty people of diverse back-

grounds: a harpsichord player from Eng-
land, two players from Canada, various
students and Ph.D. candidates of both
George and Ed Kottick, and builders of in-
struments as well as people who, like me,
were equally interested in keyboards and
in woodwinds. The tour was beautifully
organized, the museums had been con-
tacted two years in advance, the travel ar-
rangements included sight-seeing tours,
hotels, good English-speaking guides, and
some marvelous dinners and breakfasts.
Although we were unable to visit the
Museum in Copenhagen because of a
combination of a na-
tional holiday and
Pentecost, we visited
other sights, including
the Rosenborg Palace,
where I discovered
some musical instru-
ments, including the
narwhal recorder writ-
ten about by Eva
Legene and several
keyboards disguised
as elegant furniture.

An evening at "Tivoli" brought us not
only a great dinner but also a pantomime
show from the commedia dell' arte, with
live music and no need to know Danish!
An overnight ferry took us from Copen-

hagen to Oslo, which we approached
through its fjord in the early morning,
passing many small islands. At the Norsk
Folkemuseum, we were shown to a collec-
tion of musical instruments not yet prop-
erly displayed or cataloged. This was a
frustration for us all; in a few years per-
haps we could come back and all would be
ready.
A special joy was a visit to the

"Nationalgaleriet" in Oslo, where I was im-
mediately surrounded by friends: paint-
ings by the Norwegian artist Harald
Sohlberg, one of the so-called "New Ro-
mantics," who painted around 1900 and
who was in love with the light of the coun-
tryside. (The sun did not disappear until
11 pm in Oslo.) There were also paintings
by Renoir and Degas, an Edvard Munch
room, the erotic "Vollard" etchings by Pi-
casso, and many sculptures. It was aston-
ishing to see so many sculptures in public
places all over Scandinavia.
The seven-hour train ride to Trondheim

took us through some spectacular sce-
nery, climbing above the tree line through

meadows full of wild
flowers, gliding past
snow-covered moun-
tains, and reminding
me of the books by
Trygve Gulbransson,
Knut and Marie Ham-
sun, and Sigrid Und-
set. We were now in
the land of the mid-
night sun a week be-
fore the summer sol-

French
harpsichord in

the Ringve
useum

Continued on page 41

RECORDERS AT
A report from Dale Higbee

One of the nice things about belonging
to the American Musical Instrument So-
ciety is that annual meetings are held in
a variety of interesting places through-
out the U.S. Often, the location is picked
because there is an outstanding collec-
tion of musical instruments nearby, but
this year it was held in San Antonio at
the time of the San Antonio Early Music
Festival (April 27-May 3) so that mem-
bers could take advantage of the con-
certs and lectures.
I had not been to San Antonio for forty

years and was very pleasantly surprised
to discover how the downtown area has
been improved by the Rivercenter, devel-
oped in 1989 with many shops and res-
taurants along the charming "river-
walk." There are barge rides on the
river, and members of AMIS were fortu-
nate to go on one with Fortuna Desper-
ata, a Dutch group playing cornetto,
sackbuts, and shawms. Other musical
groups also performed on the barge
rides during the week—a wonderful idea
since it brought the music to so many
people on the river banks.
There are many interesting churches

in San Antonio where concerts were pre-
sented, and programs were also given at
the historic Spanish missions just out-
side town, easily accessible by bus. Sit-
ting outside in the Convento Ruin of
Mission San Jose late at night for The
Royal Conservatory The Hague's stage
production of works by Carissimi, Char-
pentier, and Weckmann made me feel
as if I were in Rome. Other concerts
were given in auditoriums, hotel areas
(several hotels sponsored concerts), out-
door parks, and private homes.
The San Antonio Early Music Festival

has a winning formula that they should
stick with. This was the second festival,
following a biennial pattern that has al-
ternated with the Boston Early Music
Festival. I had gone to all the Boston fes-
tivals except the latest in 1991, and I
might have gone then if it had focused
on the 250th anniversary of the death of
Vivaldi rather than on Mozart ("Early
music" to me does not really include
standard repertory of the late 18th cen-
tury and afterwards, although it is inter-
esting to hear these works performed on
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THE SAN ANTONIO EARLY MUSIC FESTIVAL

period instruments. "Early music" as the
term is generally used is alive and well in
San Antonio.)
While government support for the arts

is being cut at all levels in the U.S., in San
Antonio we were indebted to The Minis-
try of Culture of The Netherlands and the
Goethe Institut-Hous:on/Munich for fi-
nancial assistance. Several other spon-
sors also contributed to support a total of
81 concerts, 48 of which were free. There
was no trade fair as in Boston and only
seventeen exhibitors :his year (including
ARS, EMA, Boulder Early Music Shop,
Kelischek Workshop, and the Von Huene
Workshop). The Holland Festival Early
Music Utrecht was the model for the Fes-
tival, and many of the star performers
were Dutch.
[Plans for a subsequent early music fes-

tival in San Antonio are up in the air,
owing to a parting of the ways between
Margaret Stanley, producer of the Festi-
val, and the sponsoring organization. Ms.
Stanley hopes to announce plans for a
1994 festival at a late:- date.—ED.]

Choice of Riches
Because of simultaneous scheduling, it
was impossible to take in all the events,
so one had a choice of riches. On the
opening day, I enjoyed the free concert in
the gardens of The Alamo by Fortuna
Desperata and a fine concert that evening
in the San Fernando Cathedral by the
Texas Baroque Ensemble, who played
music of Mexican Baroque composers.
The acoustics in the cathedral are marvel-
lous for music, but the pre-concert lecture
was largely incomprehensible; it is a pity
that lecturers do not rehearse in the
acoustical setting where they will speak
or at least make themselves aware of the
immense difference between normal con-
versational speech and that in a cathedral
setting. The fascinating program—drawn
in part from the music of the Tattershall
Manuscript in the archives of the Church
of San Diego Metepec near Tlaxcala, Mex-
ico—was an example of the unique focus
of the San Antonio Festival on "San
Antonio's Cultural Heritage: Mexico,
Spain, and Germany."
Several chamber music concerts were

presented in private homes in the historic

King William District. I Enjoyed a recital
of Spanish Baroq_e harpsichord music
by Eduardo Lopez Balm in one home.
and the next day 1 hezrd La Fontegara
Amsterdam play a pr3gram of music
"From Browning :3 B...res" in the shel-
tered backyard of anoiter home. I had
heard La Fontegara Amsterdam's fine CE,
of Boismortier sonatas (GLOBE 5033),
but in this recital they were heard to bet-
ter advantage. I especially enjoyed thei -
interesting version for lime recorders of
settings of "La Fol:a ' by Corelli, Marais,
and D. Scarlatti, as well as the wit:'
Kadenza (1955) by Wilem Wander van
Nieukerk. I also heard members of this
groto—Saskia Coolen Peter Holtslag,
and Han Tol—play a fine concert o'
"Music from the Low Countries, 140)-
1650" in a late-evening :c ncert in The Lit-
tle Church of La Villita. La Fontegara
(Mexico) also played a: the festival, bu:
their group name is ESS appropriate,
since their members play recorder/Ba-
roque flute, viola c.a gEmba, and guitar.
Their special interest :r Mexican early
music added to the vati Et,, of music in the
festival.
For me the finest reorder playing of

the week came from Saskia Coolen, a
mem3er of La Fonte..7,z.ra Amsterdam,
who was the real s:ar in the mixed instru-
mental-vocal ensemble called Camera-.a
Traje ctina. Coolea ims the personal
charm and temperamer: io be a major fig-
ure in the recorder wor.L.c. She plays with

Members of the ensemb,:e CarnerCa
Trajectina, Sa.zki2 Coder, recorder,
entertain at the Early _Music Erurch
Spectacular at The Arsena4 San
Antonio's H-E-B Headqvcrters.

virtuosity and verve, is willing to take
risks, and always brings it off. With a
good agent and publicky, aer name might
be as familiar as that of a certain young
woman from Denmark. Saskia also
played the gamba and sang lustily in the
choruses with he:- group.
The other performer who especiffly im-

pressed me in San Antonio was a E -illiant
young Dutch harpsichorcist, Menno van
Delft. His teacners have iaduced Gustav
Leonha rdt, and I think he cJd be
Leonhardt's snmessor. His performances
of the Buxtelon de Praeludium in C Minor
and two toccatas by J.S. Bach (BM 911
and 916) were absolutely stunning.
I had not plaaned to take in the Boston
Camerata's performance of The Sacred
Bridge because I had a_ready heard the
CD, Eint I'm glad did—I found it so much
more effective in live pe-formance.. Joel
Cohen is a fine actor as ell as musician,
and the whole performance was roving.
Jesse Lepkoffs playing of flute and re-
corders was st_perb.
Since I was also attending some ses-

sions at the AMIS meeting, the:r )anquet,
etc., I could n:it go to more than a frac-

Conknued OA page 31
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hand-made recorders, but they are
less than half the cost.
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First Steps in
Applying French Polish
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This is is the first of an occasional series of articles by different
recorder players on the interpretation of ,specific items of
basic recorder repertoire. AR has asked Mr. Rowland-Jones
to draw upon and enlarge upon a chapter from his new
book, Playing Recoder Sonatas—Interpretation and
Technique, published by Oxford University Press. In the book,
five sonatas, each instrating an aspect of interpretation, are
considerea' in detail. the Handel C minor 'sound and
expression), the Telemann D minor from "Essercizii Musici"
(dynamics and Italian style), a sonata by Murrill
(articulation and slurs), Fontana's Sonata Terza
(ornamentation and improvisation), and the sonata
discussed in this article, LaVigne's Op. 2, No. 5 (French style
and inequality). Ter other sonatas are discussed in less
detail. The book begins with an overview of the historical,
social, and aesthetic background of the Bcroque recorder
sonata. Comparisons are made with other forms of art, such
as architecture, painting, and sculpture. Excerpts from the
book are reprinted with the permission of the publisher.

How to give your performance of
the first movement of LaVigne's
Sonata, Op. 2, No. 5 "La Persan,"
some finishing touches

by Anthony Rowland-Jones

IN MY VIEW, there are three interlinking approaches to interpre-
tation: external evidence, internal evidence, and the

performer's own "creativity"—the effect of innate musicianship,
commitment, and enthusiasm, the exercise of imagination, and a
personal response to the music and the circumstances of its
performance.
A performance of LaVigne's Sonata, Op. 2, No. 5, or any other

sonata, is likely to be better, or at least more interesting to the
player (and, one may hope, the audience), if the player is aware
of the purpose, means, and circumstances of musical communi-
cation at the time and place in which the sonata was composed
and played. Such "external" factors give rise to the language and
rhetoric through which the music is expressed, and by under-
standing them one is better able to appreciate the composer's
own vision and originality. I am aware of Richard Taruskin's
warnings about today's players attempting to understand the
composer's original intentions (see the collection Authenticity
and Early Music, pp. 145-51), but this interpretational approach
was frequently advocated by Baroque writers themselves. As
Quantz said: "...Wind players (of whom there are a large number)
who are not able to divine the intention of the composer are
always in danger of committing errors in this respect [i.e., good
phrasing] and betraying their weaknesses" (On Playing the
Flute, 1752, trans. Reilly, p. 90). LaVigne's contemporary Lecl-
air also addresses this point in the Preface to his fourth book of
sonatas (1738).
This approach also illuminates the process of understanding a

sonata from what the music itself tells us—its structure, the na-
ture of its various motives and their interrelationships, how it
differs from other sonatas by the same composer or of the same
period. These are all aspects of "internal evidence," where the
main interpretational tool is musical analysis.
Nevertheless, a lively and interesting performance of a sonata,

one whIch comes across to a particular audience (themselves,
like the performer, a volatile mixture of preconceptions, attitudes
of mind and feelings) can be given by a player with little or no
knowledge of musical history or aesthetics, of the background
and character of the composer, or even of the compositional pro-
cesses that fashioned the sonata. Those elusive personal qualities
that can give rise to an uninformed but musicianly and exciting
performance resulting from the player's "creativity" are ulti-
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Italian style is illustrated by a detail from
Tiepolcs "Europa" (1.53) in the

Residenz at Wurzburg, showing a group
of musicians (including a recorier
player) probably playing Vivaldi. In

comparison with the Watteau, note the 1,
players' energy and tire in almost

shameless enjoyment in the
communication of their music. Note, too,
the opulent spi'endor of light and shade

and the del:berate drama& discord
created 1:4 the angles of the bows.

:nately waa: matter most (provided, of course, that the music is
played accurately, in tune, and wL:h good ensemble).
Of the five sonatas featured in my book, the LaVigne sonata is

the one least likely to receive an effective performance from a
player lacking a lumwledge of its background and style. Played
"straight," exactly as written, LaVigne's sonatas, although tune-
ful and jolly, can sound rather repetitive and dull. Interpreta-
:ional gu: dance is Inerefore de rigueur to oring the LaVigne so-
natas to life: that is why, with an cpen fied, I have chosen one
for this artidle. The six LaVigne Op. 2 sonatas are published in
the Heinrichshofen/Noetzel Pegasus series, ed. Hillemann, in
:wo volumes (Sonates and IV-VI), Vol.. I (N3434) containing
"La Baussan,' "La dAgut," and "Le Dubois," and Vol. II (N3449)
"La Beaumont," "La Persan,' and 'La Shnianne." These may all
be people's names. but French composers from Couperin to
Satie went in for rather curious tiLes. (French Baroque music
-Ales are always given the feminine article, even before a mascu-
line noun). Specific informajon a'ocut LaVigne is difficult to find.
From Ills publications we may infer that he was a musician in the
service of Count d'Ayen, Duke of Noailles, and that he taught the
musette to the Countess of Biron, to whom he decicated his Op.
4. New Grox does not accord LaVigne an enny.
Like the other five Op. 2 sonatas, "La Persan" is very easy to

French and Italian Style in Art

The elegant spirit of French music
pervades "La Gamme d'Amour"
("Love's Gamut") by Antoine Watteau
(1684-1721) in the National Gallery,
London. In his book on the National
Gallery, Michael Wilson talks of "the
nervous lyricism of these finely
poised, over-refined characters" in
their silken fancy dress "inhabiting an
undefined region somewhere between
reality and fantasy."

?if

play as will be seen from the recorder part of the first movement,
"Gra cieusement," reprinted on page 12 as an excerpt from my
book. Apart from the G major key signature, this movement has
no cther sharps or flats (only two naturals), and the range of the
recorder part is within an octave and two notes. It could be
played on a descant or tenor recorder, though around 1740,
when :his music was published, "FlOte-a-bec" would have re-
ferred b the treble recorder. LaVigne designates Musette (small
bagpipes) Viele (hurdy-gurdy), FlOte-a-bec, Traversiere, Haubois,
etc., but not violin, as appropriate instruments. Perhaps he
thought a violin would be too weighty for this rococo-pastoral
music, music of an artificiality associated with Marie-Antoinette's
Trialor farm or with Sevres porcelain figurines.

THE SONATA FORM was imported into France from Italy (Cou-
perin claimed to have written the first French "sonade") and

alwzys :ended to be associated with Italian violin style, notwith-
standing the later prevalence of French flute sonatas (Blavet,
etc.) laVigne's "Sonates," despite their Italian-derived title, are
totally French in style and must be played with the same quality
of refinement that characterizes a Watteau painting.
The following table from my book (excerpt, pp. 62-3) compares

the -7rench with the Italian style:
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French style
delicacy, "soft, easy, flowing"
moderation and constraint

''caress the ear,' "perpetual
sweetness"
taste, "gout"
formality and propriety
(with risk of dullness)
''natural melody, easy smooth tone"

poise and refinement
clarity and elegance

'serious, tender, and sustained
passions"
mainly dance-based, and character
or descriptive ("genre") pieces

restrained harmony and prepared
dissonances, except for special
effects (e.g discords in Rebel's
"chaos")
rhythmic variety more within the
pulse (e.g. by inequality 0!
pairs of notes)
accents marked by ornamentation
(called "accens")
specified ornamentation integrated
into the composition as a form of
expression
French tempo indications and
other directions
less wide-ranging dynamics and
tempi
flute-sound
objective and dispassionate first
approach, during which the player
becomes enticed, charmec, and
moved by the music, though his
playing attitude never oversteps
"delicatesse"

Italian style
vivacity, briskness, fire
extremes of expression,
unrestrained
energy, violence, strangeness

passion, gusto
novelty and display
(with risk of emptiness)
"superfluous artifices, extravagant
ornamentation, frequent and harsh
leaps"
urgency, drive, and swagger
chiaroscuro, dramatic light and
shade
"excess of imagination"

more academic pieces, e.g. fugues,
and movements indicating strong
affects
dramatic and sometimes surprising
discords; frequent dissonant
suspensions

rhythmic variety on a broader scale

accents marked by stress (bow- or
breath-pressure)
free extemporization left to the
performer, especially in slow
movements (Acagios)
Italian tempo indication and affect
words
louder/softer, quicker/slower

violin-sound
immediate identification with and
total immersion by the player in
the affect of the piece.
Demonstrative playing attitude.
Italian music, said Aubert,
"is not to the taste of the ladies."

To pick up two points from the above table: French Baroque

music is mainly dance-based, and since danze-music requires a

steady pulse (except where the dancers are prepared for a delib-

erate accelerando or ritardando), the rhythmic variety that is

needed to keep the music lively and flexible has to be exercised

wholly within that pulse, not across it. The waltz is a good exam-

ple of such flexibility. Within its steady and insistent one-in-a-bar

pulse, no Viennese musician would be so du:1 as always to place

the second and third beats in their exactly measured mathemati-

cal positions. He will lilt the waltz by deliciously delaying the

third beat and perhaps sometimes taking the second beat slightly

early. But he will do this with subtle variety depending on the

character of each melndy in the waltz's string of tunes. A legato

melody in dotted half-notes may be treated w.th almost excessive

rhythmic latitude, but a more virile military-sounding section of

the waltz may be acco rded the emphasis of st-ict regularity in the

placing of the second and third quarter-notes of the accompani-

ment. The same kind of rhythmic flexibility within the pulse is a

vital element in the performance of French-style music. It is the

essence of its life.
The uneven lilt of French-style music is no more amenable to

notational representation than, say, the swung rhythms of jazz

improvisation. Editing a 3/4 piece in 9/8 reveals some aware-

ness of what is needed but allows for no more flexibility. Any

attempt to notate this music literally is likely to bear as much

resemblance to the rLythms as played as do school recorder ar-

rangements of original Beatles songs. The Beatles' note-placing
in performances of "Strawberry Fields," "Yesterday", or "Hey,
Jude" tends to follow natural speech-rhythms, as would have
been the case in much French music, causing any notation to be
a travesty of the original.
In any case, within the accepted conventions of good taste, the

nuances of inequality were a matter for the interpreter, who was
often the composer himself. (The career "composer," rather than
career "musician," is a post-Baroque concept.) But as inequality
ratios are open to a great deal of variety, some guidance was
given, and conventions accepted, especially on whether a piece

was to be played with or without inequality, as the following
guidelines, derived from Donington and others, show (excerpt,

pp. 65-6):

(i) Inequality is required if the composer
(a) states "loure," "pointe," or "pique" = "sharply dotted."
(ii) Inequality is likely if.
(a) the music goes mainly by conjunct motion (i.e. stepwise), with

notes susceptible to grouping by pairs;
(b) the music is at a steady speed, neither decidedly fast nor decidedly

slow. (If the inclusion of a substantial number of semiquavers
within a medium-pace beat causes the music to sound fast, inequal-
ity becomes unlikely. A word such as "gracieusement" suggests a
steady speed where inequality is likely);

(c) the time signature is 2,3, 3,/4 or C (and semiquavers in 2/4).
(iii) Inequality is unlikely if:
(a) the music goes mainly by disjunct motion (i.e. by leaps, often tri-

adic)
BUT disjunct bars within mainly conjunct sections are often taken
unequally;

(b) the speed is so fast that inequality would sound restless or lack
grace, or so slow that inequality would sound sluggish or lumber-
ing;

(c) the time signature is 3/8, 6/8, or t (and quavers in 2/4);
(d) the same note is repeated several times in succession.
(iv) Inequality is precluded if the composer
(a) states "notes egales," "marque," "decide," or "clitache";
(b) puts dots over notes (this does not mean staccato, which is usually

indicated by vertical strokes over notes; but staccato prevents pair-
ing and therefore also precludes inequality);

(c) puts slur-marks over groups of three or more notes.

The LaVigne interpreter has another factor to consider: articu-
lation. He needs to remember that all Baroque music for melody
instruments derives from vocal antecedents and therefore has to

take into account the language of the country whose music he is
playing (excerpt, pp. 64-5):

Unlike Italian and most other European languages, French words have
little or no tonic emphasis, and the rhythms of French poetry and the
flow of its delivery derive in part from the varying length of syllables,
not their stress. It is as essential to imagine and feel speech rhythms in
playing French sonatas (even though they may be dance-based) as it is
in playing Italian sonatas, but more by responding to the recurrence of
long and short notes than to stresses on or across a pulse which char-
acterize Italian-style music. French music should be played in a
smoother and less accented manner than Italian music, and patterns of
note-lengths therefore become all the more significant It is interesting
that the French, particularly after hearing Blavet play, felt that the flute
imitated the voice more effectively than the violin, where natural
stresses arise from bow movements, the down-stroke being stronger, the
up-stroke weaker.
Stresses in recorder-playing are normally created by variations in

tonguing strength. In French-style music, however, this kind of stress is
much less important than it is in Italian-style music, and variety of artic-
ulation is achieved more by differentiation of tonguing duration, for
example, by contrasting a quick-speaking 't' (tongued lightly as in speak-
ing French) with a slow-speaking 'r.' Tongued equally gently, the slower-
speaking 'r' carries the greater weight by virtue of its length or quantity,
and therefore normally corresponds to the long syllable in meter. More-
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over, the articulation of 't' takes a tiny silence of time, whereas 'r' rolls
off the 't' as if in a single movement of the tongue. This sets up an iambic
short-to-long pairing, which forms the basis for playing conjunct qua-
vers in French music, with 'r's on the down-beats.
This iambic 't-R' meter is the norm of French music. The more excep-
tional trochaic meter was shown by placing slurs over the opening pairs
of quavers in a piece, and was articulated 'T-r.' This meant prolonging
the articulation of the short-speaking 'T' and tonguing the 'r' as briefly
as possible to reduce its quantity; the effect must have been very close
to a real slur.

The best short account of French-style recorder tonguing is by
David Lasocki, "The Tonguing Syllables of the French Baroque,"
in the Summer 1967 American Recorder (pp. 81-2), but also
look at Bradford Arthur, "The Articulation of Hotteterre's tu-ru,"
in AR, August 1973, pp. 79-82.

WE ARE NOW READY to set about perceiving what the music
itself tells us by looking at Example 1, the treble recorder

part of the first movement of LaVigne's Op. 2, No. 5, "La Per-
san"—Willi Hillemann's edition together with the commentary
from my book (p. 68). (I don't ignore the fact that the tempo and
interpretation of a treble line are strongly conditioned and influ-

Example 1: LaVigne, Op. 2, No. 5, Gracieusement, annotated solo part
Frequency of semiquavers in conjunct (stepwise) motion suggests unequal semiquavers

3
8 is here a swaying one pulse in a bar rhythm. It does not preclude inequality.

Moderate speed (suggesting inequality) 
NOTE RONDEAU

Gracieusement quaver C
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The + trills are original. All other markings are editorial.

enced by the bass line—this is explored elsewhere in the book.)
The title of the sonata provides us with no interpretative hints,

for there is nothing Persian about this music. Is "Persan"
someone's name? Or did LaVigne use a tune from a stage produc-
tion with a fashionably exotic subject?
The key of G major, however, breathes contentment and confi-

dence. Mattheson (1713) saw G major as expressive and ingrati-
ating, readily adaptable to both serious and lively music.
Charpentier (1692) said its "affection" was "quietly joyful" (see
James R. Anthony, French Baroque Music, Norton, 1978, p.
189).
"Gracieusement" suggests an unhurried tempo, allowing room

for the variety of inequality inherent in the patterns of the six-
teenth-notes (mainly but not always conjunct), although it should
be fast enough to communicate the 3/8 time-signature (rather
than 3) as an underlying one-in-a-bar pulse. As with most French
music, the pulse-carrying note should not be too stressed; its
function is established by a lingering note length, which gives a
smoother effect The variety of inequality belongs to the six-
teenth-notes, so it would be distracting to move the subsidiary
beats 2 and 3 away from their measured places, but the gentle,

not quite waltz-like swing of
the music will be brought out if
the third beat is generally
lifted, i.e., the up-beat eighth-
notes, such as the first note,
played short, but not staccato.
The pulse should have enough
give in it to respond by subtle,
almost unnoticeable acceleran-
dos and ritardandos to the
shape and contours of the mel-
ody, so that the music breathes
naturally, especially at the ends
of the four-bar phrases. The
"right tempo" for a sonata
movement depends not only on
the requirements and affect of
the music itself, but upon its re-
lationship in terms of balance,
integration, and contrast with
the other movements of the so-
nata. The other movements of
"La Persan" are headed "Gal-
ment 2/4," "Premiere Mu-
sette" and "Deuxierne Musette
3," and "Legerement et
marque," (fast 2/4, no inequal-
ity). The (alternating) Musettes
movement is, like the first
movement, marked "Gracieuse-
ment," but as it has no six-
teenth-notes, its one-in-a-bar 3
pulse is probably faster and
more like a rustic waltz than
the first movement
(Tempo can also be affected
by performance conditions.
Fast tempi are normally moder-
ated when performing in a res-
onant acoustic. Ideally, French-
style sonatas should be played
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By understanding the purpose, means, and circumstances of musical
communication at the time and place in which the sonata was composed,
one is better able to appreciate the composer's own vision and originality.
I am aware of Richard Taruskin's warnings about today's players attempting
to understand the composer's original intentions, but this interpretational
approach was frequently advocated by Baroque writers themselves.

on a light-toned, narrow-bore recorder, limpid in quality but flex-
ible in expression, but only if this sound can be projected

throughout the room without forcing the tore.)
With all this in mind you might consider as a metronome mark-

ing a swaying J. = 54, becoming a more mil.tary J = 162 in the

contrasting C section.
The music is in rondeau form, which suggests that the couplets

(or "episodes") B and C should contrast with the rondeau theme

(A) and with each other (excerpt, p. 69):

The sections ("couplets") should be well separated and contrasted, as
they provide the chief means of variety and liveliness in this movement
The B section (bars 16-24) is shorter than the C couplet (bars 40-52); its
change of style from the A section should not be as marked as the later
change from the A sect...on to the Less symmetrical C couplet. By the C
couplet stage of the movement, there is an expectation of a passage that
displays greater freedom and orig:nality. Note the phrasing at the end
of the B couplet, where inequality has to be tailed away. A rather similar
example from the second movement of LaVigne's Sonate I, which is also
in 3/8 time and has a falling-third feminine ending to its main subject,
is shown in EL [21.

gent, or that the hemiola phrasing at the approach to the ca-
dence of the theme (bars 4-6, 12-14, etc.) is not what the com-
poser intended. Hemiolas are common in Baroque music in 3/8
to rein back the impetus slightly before a cadence, and the hemi-
ola phrasing does provide a welcome opportunity to vary the
music at each recurrence. It is not, however, indicated by the
bass part, the last five bars of which (bars 64-8) are quoted here
from facsimile.
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Hemiolas are indicated unambiguously when there is a tie
across the bar in the bass, but this would be incompatible with
the canonic or imitative element in LaVigne's bass line. Even so,

the possibility of shifting my
suggested hemiola so that it
comes wholly within bars 65-6
as three pairs of rising eighth-
note fourths (i.e. moving the
square brackets one eighth-
note forward and stressing G,
B, D) should not be dismissed.
Either way, the hemiola inter-
pretation would constitute a
small gesture of independence

from the bass on the part of the treble. In interpreting French-
style sonatas, all possible subtleties and nuances of detail should
be considered, as long as they are compatible with the spirit of
the music. It all adds to the music's vivacity and perpetual fresh-
ness and reasserts the role of the performer as an equal partner
with the composer in each new creation of a piece of Baroque
music.

Even though limited to discussion of only one movement of
one sonata, this article has not, for space reasons, considered
ornamentation (e.g., length of appoggiaturas, use of tlattements)
or enlarged upon other points in the commentary. I would refer
readers to Chapter 4 of my book, as well as to Chapter 5, pp.
81-2, which are concerned with articulation patterns in a passage
in the last movement of "La Persan," and to Chapter 7, p. 120,
which advocates the use of closed G' fingering for tonal effect in
another passage in that movement—a clear case where interpre-
tation and technique go hand in hand.

Example 2: From LaVigne Sonata, Op. 2, No. 1, Rondeau

Pas trop vite [therefore unequal semiquavers]

(s/

Here again the inequality has to be smoothed out to prevent
jerkiness at the phrase-endings [marked (V)}, and to give a frac-
tion more time to take breath if it is needed.
Rondeau structure requires that the A section be played four

times, which can become tiresome. Boredom can be alleviated if,
at each A restatement, the music is, as it were, viewed from a
slightly different angle, with different effects of light and shade.
Nuances of articulaticn and a subtle variety of inequality play
their part in this process, as indicated in the commentary on the
music. Dynamic change may also be utilized. Two of LaVigne's
designated instruments, the musette and the viele, are not capa-
ble of dynamic change, but the flute, oboe and, within limits, the
recorder, are; it would be unlikely that LaVig.le, even though he
may have been a musette player (he designated his duets, "Les
Fleurs," for musettes) would have wanted other instruments to
avoid taking advantage of their dynamic capabilities in perform-
ing his sonatas.
My commentary suggests only one way of achieving enough

interpretational variety for the effective communication of this
simple music to a mocern audience. Some players, for example,
might feel that the reverse inequality in bars 45-6 is overindul-

Anthony Rowland-Jones, author of the manual Recorder Tech-
nique, writes frequently for American Recorder and other pub-
lications on the subjects of recorder performance.
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HISTORICAL
DUTCH RECORDERS
IN AMERICAN A Dutch specialist comes

to visit some of his country's

COLLECTIONS
by Jan Bouterse

IN TIIE WHOLE WORLD there are about 200
woodwind instruments of Dutch origin

constructed before about 1760. Nineteen
of these instruments are in the U.S.A.:
eight recorders, three traversi, and eight
double-reed instruments (oboes and
shawms). The two traversi I have seen are
not very important, and I received the in-
formation on the third too late, shortly
after my visit. The oboes and shawms are
all very beautiful and interesting, but I will
discuss these instruments on another oc-
casion.
The Dutch recorders in the U.S.A. were,

for me all very interesting, although not
all instruments were in good condition.
All recorders are important for musicolo-
gists, because they have their own "sto-
ries" to tell about pitch, fingerings, intona-
tion, history, etc.

It is a pity that most of the instruments
can't be played, but I don't think it is ad-
visable to put historical recorders in bet-
ter condition—there is the danger of losing
information each time a repair is made. It
is better to make reliable copies and to do
the playing research on those copies.
The complete list of instruments in

The author, an ecologist and recorder
maker, is working on a new catalog of the
Dutch Baroque double-reed instruments
in the Haags Cemeentemuseum. The
Dutch foundation, "Stichting Voort-
gezette Studie Podiumkunsten," sup-
ported his trip to the U.S.A. to see Dutch
woodwinds in public and private collec-
tions. Mr. Bouterse acknowledges the
very kind cooperation of the directors
and curators of the public collections he
visited. Two people especially helped him
with his research: Friedrich von Huene
and Wendy Powers, who published a list
of recorders in American collections in
AR. Bob Redman, living in Italy, helped
with the translation of this article.

woodwind progeny
and reports on their

important characteristics

It is a pity that most of
the instruments can't be
played, but I don't think
it is advisable to put
historical recorders in
better condition—there is
the danger of losing
information each time a
repair is made.

American collections, with the names of
their directors and curators:
Abraham van Aardenberg, alto recorder

in fl, Shrine to Music Museum, Vermil-
lion, SD (Andre Larson and Dr. Margaret
Downie Banks).
Willem Beukers, sixth flute in d 1, Li-

brary of Congress, Washington, DC (Rob-
ert E. Sheldon).
Thomas Boekhout, bass recorder in f,

private collection (Von Huene).
Thomas Boekhout, soprano recorder in

c2 (fifth flute), Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, NY (Laurence Libin).
Richard Haka, soprano recorder in c2,
Shrine to Music Museum.
"I•V•H" alto recorder in fl, Shrine to
Music Museum.
Engelbert Terton, alto recorder in fl, pri-

vate collection, Ventura, CA.
Engelbert Terton, alto recorder in f1, Li-

brary of Congress.
I myself have caused some confusion in

a publication (Dutch Recorders of the
18th Century, Moeck Verlag; see AR,
March 1992, p. 30) about two more Dutch
recorders: another Boekhout bass re-
corder and an alto recorder by W.
Beukers (with a foot made by Boekhout).

But there is only one Boekhout bass (in
the Von Huene collection, described in
this article) and the Beukers alto is, as far
as I know, still in the Netherlands.
The other Dutch instruments in Ameri-

can collections:
A. van Aardenberg, oboe in c1, Shrine to
Music Museum.
I. Beuker (or perhaps I. Beukers),

traverso in d1, private collection, Tomkins
Cove, N.Y.
Duval, traverso in d1, Library of Con-

gress.
F. Eerens, traverso in d 1, Metropolitan
Museum of Art.
Richard Haka, two shawms ("duitse

schalmeien") in the Shrine to Music Mu-
seum and Yale University, New Haven, CT
(Susan Thomson).
Hendrik Rich ters, four oboes in the
Shrine to Music Museum, Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston (Leslie Lindsay), Metropoli-
tan Museum, and Library of Congress.
Engelbert Terton, oboe in cl, Smithson-

ian Institution, Washington, DC (National
Museum of American History, Elizabeth
McCullough).
Cecil Adkins wrote a fine article about
Richters' oboes in the- Journal of the
American Musical Instrument Society
(XVI, 1990). The most important informa-
tion about these recorders can be found in
the article by Wendy Powers ("Checklist
of Historic Recorders in American Private
and Public Collections," AR, May 1989,
with an update in March 1991).

"IVH" alto recorder in the Shrine
to Music Museum

This is a very well-preserved alto re-
corder, made of one beautiful and straight
piece of ivory. The profile is simple, with
only a few ornamental rings at the bell
end of the recorder. The bore is slightly
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Ivory alto recorder
by "I•1111"
Shrine to Music Museum.
The profile of the
instrument, and
(enlarged) the simple
but beautiful stamp.
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R. Haka,
Soprano recorder.
Shrine to Music Museum.
The beauty of the turning
by Haka is visible in this sketch.
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conical, tapering from about 22.5 mm at
the mouth end to about 18 mm at the bell.
The stamp "MPH" has only been seen on

this instrument and one other, a one-piece
ivory sopranino in Berlin, Germany (this
recorder was lost during World War II).
The alto recorder was left in Krefeld (near

Cologne, Germany) a long time ago by
Dutch merchants. This is an indication
that the recorder was of Dutch origin.
Also, the shape of the scroll is typically
Dutch, with two curls, left-up and right-
down. It is possible that "I•V-H" were the
initials of Jan Juriaensz van Heerde (1638-
1691), one of the first flute makers in Am-
sterdam and the first of three Van Heerde

generations. The stamps of the members
of the Van Heerde family are difficult to
interpret, because they didn't use their ini-
tials in the stamps.
The ivory alto has some remarkable fea-

tures. As is ommon on one-piece instru-
ments, the seventh fingerhole is double-
drilled for playing with either the left or

right hand below. All fingerholes are
strongly undercut. The pitch of the instru-
ment is close to a=440 Hz. I have found
this pitch on some other early Dutch
woodwinds. It is astonishing that the alto
recorder can be played with "Baroque"
fingering, from fl• to f3 and g3 (Table 1)!
Only some minor adjustments are needed,

closing some extra holes to lower f2 and
g2. However, there is one very strange as-
pect of this recorder. Namely the low f1 is
very sharp (up to 75 cents), and the low g1
is slightly sharp, compared to all other
notes. Actually, the f1 can't be used. Is it
because this recorder has hardly been
played that it is preserved so well? Lower-

ing the f1 and g1 (by lengthening or nar-
rowing the foot bore with a piece of
paper) makes the e3, P and g3 much more
difficult or even impossible to play. I think

that "I•V•H" preferred a good third regis-
ter and accepted the loss of the low fl.
(On some modern copies of Renaissance
alto recorders all notes sound well with
Baroque fingerings, but sometimes the
third register (cl#3 and up) is only in tune
when played with strong wind pressure.
On some other modern "copies" the
fingerholes for the right hand are awk-
wardly spread.)
I return to the "I.V.H" recorder. This

instrument's sound, windway, fingerholes,
fingerings, almost everything, in fact, gave
me a rather Baroque feeling. I think that
the recorder was made between 1650 and
1700, and that it is an early Baroque in-
strument. If so, it is a significant recorder.
So many woodwinds can be seen in 17th-
century Dutch paintings, but few are left
in collections. I have found only one other
recorder with the same profile, a wooden
sopranino with the ornamental rings
made of horn. This little recorder was
found at an excavation in Rotterdam and
is not in playaEe condition.

2 Soprano recorder by Richard Haka
in the Shrine to Music Museum

All Baroque recorders by Haka have the
same shape, with a long undulating (and
not very high) profile in the ivory above
the windway and the typical rounded pro-
file in the bulge at the lowest fingerhole.
The quality of the details of lathe turning
on Haka instruments is always very good,
convincing in design, and very accurate in
even the most subtle details. (The pupils
of Haka in Amsterdam didn't follow their
master in his design; Steenbergen and
Van Aardenberg developed their own
style.) This is the only Dutch recorder that
has survived in its original tooled leather-
covered case. The recorder is made of two
pieces in ebony with ivory rings. Haka

stamped his instruments always in the
same way: "R. HAKA" in a scroll with a
double lily (fleur-de-lis) below. The same
lily is stamped on the bell surface (at the
end of the bore). The windway, as far as I
could see, rises somewhat from the mouth
end to the labium (common on most
Dutch Baroque recorders), and in cross-
section the windway is more curved at the
mouth end than at the labium end. The
labium corner itself is somewhat irregu-
lar. I think that the window was originally
9.2 x 3.5 mm and has been increased to
9.2 x 3.8 mm.
Two other Baroque soprano recorders

by Haka have survived, one in Leipzig,
Germany (Musiksinstrumentenmuseum
der Universitat Leipzig), and one in the
collection of Frans Bruggen in Amster-
dam. The recorder in Vermillion is in all of
its parts a few millimeters shorter than
the other instruments, and the pitch is
also slightly higher. Most notes now
sound between 25 and 60 cents higher
than a=415; only the low c2 is at a=415. I
think that this instrument originally
sounded somewhat lower (with a smaller
window), quite close to a=415, and that
the instruments in Leipzig and Amster-
dam were originally between a=410 and
a=415.
I have seen and played, for a short time,

all three of these Haka soprano recorders.
I have to say that they all play easily but
also with little breath resistance, affording
little poss;bility of influencing the sound.
Perhaps good copies will have more qual-
ities. The recorder in Vermillion is an in-
teresting recorder for anyone who wants
to make a copy in a=415. It is easier to
start from an original recorder that is
slightly higher in pitch than to start from
an instrument that is lower than a=415.

Continued overleaf
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W. Beukers, sixth flute headjoint.
Library of Congress. This is a sketch
made after a color slide. The parts
where the ivory is turned smoothly
can be seen, and also where
Beukers turned the reeds or ribs,
in patrons of 12 and 24.

3 Alto recorder by Van Aardenberg in
the Shrine to Music Museum

A recorder in three pieces, all made of
boxwood stained brown. The softwood
(cedar?) block seems to be original, but it
is not in good condition. The direction of
the grain is similar to that of the blocks of
the Van Aardenberg recorders in The
Hague, with the tangential section (the
"flame") of the wood on the windway side
of the block.
A striking feature of the Van Aarden-

berg recorders (and oboes) is that they are
very carefully made, with full attention de-
voted to almost every detail. Van Aar-
denberg developed a very personal style
in the turning work and finishing, with
many convex and concave elements and
asymmetrically cut rings. The labium's
sidewalls are not straight, but curved. The
candleflame (the pattern of shaping in the
bore under the labium) is short and very
neatly made, and most of the fingerholes
are distinctly undercut.
The recorder in Vermillion is stamped

with the name AARDENBERG in a scroll,
the first "A" of the name showing a little
"v" between the legs of the first "A".
Below the scroll a fleur-de-lis can be seen,
and above the scroll a somewhat unclear
figure, like a bird, or a "jogging man." On
other Van Aardenberg instruments we
find a deer at that position. The foot of the
recorder is 110 mm, indicating that the in-
strument is of the "long foot" type. The
disadvantage of such a long foot is that
the third register of the recorder will
sound too flat, and that is what actually
happened on this instrument (Table 2).
The low can be played with the seventh
hole closed (01234-67). The blq needs also
the seventh hole to be covered (0123-
567). The pitch of the Van Aardenberg re-
corder is close to a=415.

The recorder in Vermillion does not
have good playing qualities now. The
block is not in good condition and the
chamfers are rather big and lack the more
subtle shapes and finishing of the cham-
fers of the best Van Aardenberg recorders
in The Hague. But I think that it would be
possible to make a good copy with smaller
chamfers. "Normal" fingerings for the
third register are possible if the foot is
made about 5 mm shorter.

4 Sixth flute by W. Beukers in the
Library of Congress

A sixth flute (soprano in d2) in three
pieces, made of ivory. This ivory is turned
on a special lathe, in French, a tour a gull-
loche. With special devices, a pattern of
"reeds" (indentations or undulating lines),
could be made. The ivory on the Beukers
recorder is not so finely turned as on
some Richters oboes. On the Beukers
there is a pattern of 12 and 24 ribs or
reeds alternating with smooth grooves.
The middle section is smooth over the
whole length.
The recorder is stamped W. BEUKERS

(or W:BEUKERS), without a scroll but
with a fleur-de-lis below. It is not certain if
the father Willem or the son Willem made
the recorder. In The Hague, the same
stamp is found on an oboe with the year
1704 engraved on a key. That's why I sup-
pose that the father could have made this
recorder (the son was born in 1703). On
another oboe in The Hague the name
W:BEUKERS is stamped, accompanied by
a deer. Did the maker of that instrument
work together with Van Aardenberg?
Like the oboes mentioned above, this re-

corder can be played at a relatively high
pitch, between a=415 and a=440. Actually,
it can hardly be played at all because of
several dangerous cracks inside the bore,
some of the cracks penetrating to the sur-

face. Ivory instruments are very vulnera-
ble, not because the material is not hard
or strong enough but because enzymes in
our saliva will break down the ivory. The
cracks start in the bore of the instru-
ments, not on the outside surface. The
ivory above the windway is also cracked,
and the windway can even be taken out.
There is only one advantage to this: the
big curvature along the length of the roof
of the windway is clearly visible and mea-
surable.
Conclusion: It is an interesting instru-

ment, nicely made, but like so many other
ivory instruments, it is in bad condition.
As far as I know, it is the only surviving
Dutch sixth flute.

5 Soprano recorder by T. Boekhout in
the Metropolitan Museum of Art

This recorder is made in two pieces of a
black tropical hardwood (possibly ebony)
with three ivory rings. The instrument is
in good condition and plays well, perhaps
because the block seems to be new or
revoiced. Boekhout was a versatile flute
maker who made a whole range of instru-
ments: sopranino and soprano recorders,
altos, many bass recorders (his specialty),
oboes, clarnets, and transverse flutes. In
my opinion, the style in which he made
this soprano recorder is rather simple. It
is made in an "average Baroque style."
That is surprising, since most of the other
Dutch makers (Haka, Van Aardenberg,
Terton, Wijne) developed their own indi-
vidual Kyles, with lesser or greater distin-
guishing characteristics.
The Boekhout soprano is a slender in-

strument; the beauty comes from the ele-
gant and simple profile. The little rings are
not as sharply defined in the wood as they
are in the ivory parts. I have seen the
same characteristic on his other instru-
ments, for example, the alto recorder and
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T. Boekhout, soprano recorder. Metropplitan Museum of Art.
A sketch of the profile of the instrumertt, also the places of the fingerholes
are given. In the graph of the bore of the head joint you can see
the conical section to about 60 mm (bkck and labium) and the
cylindrical section from about 60 mm to the socket. The bore of the
lower joint shows a tenon contraction between 0 and about 25 mm.
From the bell-enc; the bore is reamed out, a correction for the low c2.
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T Boekhout,
bass recorder.
This picture comes with
permission from the
brochure of the Von
Huene Workshop and
shows a Boekhout bass,
complete with cap,
S-crook, and the
foot-stick. Clearly visible
are the key on fingerhole
3 and the big front-hole
on the foot.

ebony oboe in The Hague. Apparently, it
was difficult for Boekhout to cut the very
hard wood on the lathe. The finishing with
the chisel was not good enough, and he
had to sand the wood (for instance with
Equisetum hyemale, an herb containing
siliceous crystals).
The stamps are T. BOEKHOUT (without

a scroll) with a crown above and a climb-
ing lion below. It is the same style of
stamp that vie can see on instruments of
Terton, Van Heerde, and Borkens.
Another interesting feature of the re-

corder has to do with the fingerholes.
Some of the corners inside the joint (in
the bore) seem to be broken out, caused
by irregular undercutting or inaccurate
drilling. The outside corners of the
fingerholes (what you feel with your fin-
gers) are rather rounded. But the outside
of the sixth hole is rough. Has this hole
been enlarged?
The pitch of the recorder surprised me

(Table 3). It was higher than I expected.
The highest notes of the first register (g2,
az, bz, e3 and d3) are 5 to 20 cents above

the pitch of a=415, but the lowest notes
(c2, d2, and e2) sound 10 to 30 cents below
a--415. The third register also sounds low.
If you want to make a copy, it is better to
take these lower sounding notes as a start-
ing point. I think that the fact that the re-
corder is not so well in tune is caused by
shrinkage of the wood, especially in the
upper part of the lower section, where
there is a clear contraction of the bore. I
don't think that the lower section has
been shortened.

6 Bass recorder by T. Boekhout in the
Von Huene collection

The bass recorders of Boekhout are in-
teresting instruments because of the key
not only on hole 7, but also on hole 3.
Thanks to this key, the third fingerhole
can be placed lower on the joint, and that
makes the octave 61-d2 better in tune.
Without a key, the fingerholes 3 and 4
must be separated much more, to bring
them in reach of the fingers of the player.
The result is that the holes will not have
the best acoustical positions, even when

they are drilled diagonally. It is then very
difficult for the maker to ream the bore in
such a way that both octaves c1-c2 and d'-
d2 are tuned well.
In 1713, Boekhout published an adver-

tisement in the Amsterdamse Courant
stating that he "... makes and sells bass
flutes that give all the tones in the same
way as with the common flute..." I think
that the bass flute in-the advertisement is
the bass recorder with the key on hole 3
and that the common flute is the alto re-
corder. There is a bass by Boekhout with-
out a key on hole 3 in a public collection
in Switzerland. The d2 and all higher
notes on that instrument must be played
with alternative fingerings. An interesting
aspect of the Swiss recorder (I played a
copy made by Heinz Ammann) is that
many notes in the upper register can be
played with the thumbhole closed!
The American Boekhout bass comes

from the collection of Marijke Ferguson of
Amsterdam, well known for her perfor-
mances of and research on Medieval and
Renaissance music. The recorder is made
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I don't see many
musicians interested in
playing copies of the old
bass recorders. Why?
Is it because these
instruments are so
expensive, or because
there are no good copies
available, or because
everyone wants a "multi-
purpose instrument,"
suited to both old and
modern music?

Table 1: Pitch measurements of the
"I.V.H" alto recorder (measured by F. von
Huene). Tuner set on a=440, deviations
measured in cents. Fingerings in parenthesis.

gl
al

+75
+30
-5

f2
g2
a2

+30 (0.2) 0 (0.2.45)
+20 (..2) 0 (..2.45)
0

b16 0(01234.6) b26 0(01234.6h)
0(0123.567) 6211 0(0123.5.7)

e2 0 c3 0
d2 0 d3 0
e2 0 e3 0(012.45)

0(01..45)
Ali -10 (.12) 0 (O..)

Table 2: Pitch measurements of the
Van Aardenberg alto recorder.
Tuner set on a=415, deviations measured in
cents.

fi 0 (2 +30 -20
gl -5 g2 +35
al 0 a2 +20

PI, +5 (01234.67) 626 +10(01234.6)
+60(0123.56) b2li +35(0123.5)
+25(0123.567) C2 +35

d2 +20 d3 0
e2 +30 e3 -15

elf +5(12)

ell +30 (..23456)

Table 3: Pitch measurements of the
Boekhout soprano recorder.
Tuner set on a=415, deviations measured in
cents.

c2 -15 c3 +10 c4 -25/-5(1
d2 -30 d3 +5
e2 -10 e3 0/-5
A +5 (01234.67) A -10 (01234.6)
All +40 (0123.56) Alt +25 0123.5)
g2 +20 g3 +10

a2 +20 a3 -5 g3ii -10
b2 +20 b3 -20/40(*)
(*)= depends on thumbing

of maple, and the keys are of brass. There
are three pieces, and there is a cap on the
windway to fit an S-shaped crook. The
original crook is missing, as is the stick
that could be placed in the bore opening
of the foot. Boekhout made a side hole
low on the foot to allow the air to stream
out when the stick blocked the bore.
The keys are rather simple, not finished

and shaped as finely as the keys on the
bass recorder by I. H. Rottenburgh in The
Hague (the only recorder by another
maker with the key on hole 3, as far as I
know). The Boekhout instrument shows
no fanciness, although the lathe work is
well done. The whole concept is that of a
no-nonsense recorder. The Boekhout bass
doesn't play very well at the moment; the
top of the lower register sounds sharp,
and the highest notes are difficult to at-
tack. Many Baroque bass recorders sur-
vived the years, but I don't see many mu-
sicians interested in playing copies of the
old instruments. Why? Is it because these
instruments are so expensive, or because
there are no good copies available, or be-
cause everyone wants a "multi-purpose in-
strument," suited to both old and modern
music?

7 Alto recorder by E. Terton in the
Library of Congress

Seven alto recorders by Terton have sur-
vived the years, as far as I know. Five of
these recorders are relatively short and
have a pitch between a=412 and a=415.
Two recorders, one in Brussels, Belgium
(Instrumentenmuseum van het Koninklijk
Conservatorium), and one at the Library
of Congress, are made longer in most of
the sections and have a lower pitch (I
think between a=405 and a=410). The re-
corders in Brussels and Washington have
middle sections and feet of the same
length. The head piece in Washington is,
to my surprise, as long as the short Terton
alto heads, but has a wider bore (up to
19.5 as opposed to 19.0 mm) than the
longer Brussels alto head.
The recorder is made of boxwood of a

very fine quality, the middle section is
somewhat warped, and the wood is
stained medium to dark brown (in the
grooves). The recorder is rather heavy and
thick, with a maximum outside diameter
of 35 mm at the window. The upper ivory
ring is damaged and cut off at the mouth
end of the windway. Typical for Terton is
that the right sidewall of the labium di-
verges more than the left sidewall, thus
creating an asymmetrical effect. I have
seen this on nearly all Terton recorders!

Was Terton cross-eyed, or was his labium
cutting tool sharper on one side than on
the other? The fingerholes are all very
regularly undercut. I have been able to ex-
amine carefully the undercutting on an
alto Terton in a private collection in the
Netherlands. The undercuttings were so
similar (and regular) that I think Terton
did not use a knife but rather a small un-
dercutfing tool specially made for the pro-
file of the fingerholes.
The windway in the Washington re-

corder goes through ivory and wood. At
the transition from ivory to wood, the left-
right curvature (also in cross-section)
changes dramatically. In the top of the
windway (in the ivory), the windway is dis-
tinctly but not excessively curved. In the
wood, the roof of the windway is made al-
most flat, or is perhaps flattened by warp-
ing of the wood. In the lengthwise direc-
tion, the windway rises in the ivory
section but is almost parallel to the axis of
the flute in the wood section. The block is
not in good condition, the block chamfer
has almost vanished, and the edge is very
worn. It is not surprising that the re-
corder doesn't play well. The sound is
rather thin and the low fl can't be played
at all (cracks in the foot). It is a pity that
the recorder is not in good condition, be-
cause some other Terton recorders in bet-
ter condition have a beautiful sound.
Some of the instruments by Terton are, in
some aspects, well made, but there are
often one or two sloppy details in the
turned parts. However, windway,
fingerholes, and anything else important
for the sound are always well made with
great craftsmanship.

8 Alto recorder by E. Terton, private
collection, California

I didn't see this recorder myself. I used
the drawings and commentary of
Friedrich von Huene, who made measure-
ments and some repairs on this instru-
ment. Again, it is a boxwood recorder with
ivory rings, but the sections are shorter
and also have a smaller bore than the re-
corder in Washington. I don't think that
the middle section is shortened because
its length is almost identical to those of
the alto recorders by Terton in Dutch col-
lections.
The recorder is not in good playing con-

dition. (If the instrument is not played
much, however, it increases the chance
that it will stay unchanged for many years.
Old recorders must be played very little
and with great care, and then only for rea-
sons of research.)
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A leading
American

proponent of
avant-garde

recorder music
presents his
overview of

the advanced
developments

of the past
40 years.

by Pete Rose

When I first began work on this
piece, my intention was to create

a three-section chart displaying side-by-
side the continuum of developments in
avant-garde recorder music in the U.S.A.,
Europe, and places elsewhere in the
.vorld. However, l soon came to realize the
.mpossibility of such a venture; the situa-
:ions that shaped events in these areas
were and still are entirely different. Out-
side of Europe, there was no real contin-
uum. Therefore, what I actually wound up
zreating is more like a set of three very
differently focused charts in tantlem.

In the U.S.A. section, the focus is on a
simple, chronological accounting and
brief description of a small number of still
relatively unknown works, most but not
all of which were unique and innovative in
their time. The composers of these pieces
often had no awareness of each other or
of events abroad. Even when they did,
they still worked in artistic isolation, shar-
ing little if anything with each other in the
way of language and/or esthetics. On the
whole, the American recorder community
viewed their work as tangential at best, ab-
errant at worst. In the 1970s and 80s,
there was also a direct correlation be-
tween the amount of attention this com-
munity would be willing to pay to a new
work and the degree to which it resem-
bled the classic European models of the
1960s, such as the compositions of Hans-
Martin Linde, Rob du Bois, et al.
(The attentive reader will no doubt no-
tice that a number of ideas that first ap-
peared in American works later became
trendy in Europe. That should not be in-
terpreted as anything more than a curi-
ously interesting coincidence. Certainly,
no influence is implied.)

In Europe, the new works were being
commissioned and written by the best of a
new generation of recorder players right
from the beginning. They were therefore
taken seriously and considered essential
to the recorder's role in the present and
survival in the future. Teachers taught
these works to their students and, in time,
major publishers saw a ready market for
them. The composers of these works, or at
least the recorderists who commissioned
and performed them, all knew each other,
and a collective awareness of what was in
the air seemed ever-present. It is the evo-
lution of that collective awareness rather
than the huge and very well-documented
volume of individual compositions that
will be the focus of the European section
of the char:.
As to the "Elsewhere" section, it is both

a deliberately and necessarily sketchy sup-
plement. The Japanese works, published
mainly by Zen-on, are very widely played
and have had a considerable impact. For
the most part, however, the avant-garde
recorder music from outside Europe has
been a well-kept secret.
The chart begins in 1950, and its cut-off

point is 1989. I chose not to take it be-
yond that because it is dangerous to eval-
uate the present something that may
seem important when it occurs may have
little impact in the future and vice-versa.
Inevitably, since the chart is compiled by
an active participant in the recorder avant-
garde, its perspective is personal and sub-
jective. Indeed, part of my fascination with
this material has been to see where my
own work has fitted into the flow of devel-
opments here and overseas. I hope this ar-
ticle will help contribute to the general
knowledge and understanding of a certain
aspect of the recorder's compositional leg-
acy from this 40-year period, and I look

E t

to receiving information about
compositional developments that readers

feel deserve further attention.Avant arde may

Recor er Music:
An Eviplutionary View
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1950-1954 1955-59 1960-64 1965-69

USA
Alan Hovhaness com-
poses Orbits II for alto
recorder and piano.
This thoroughly accessi-
ble work shows a
strong world-music ori-
entation and, unlike the
large number of British
and German works for
recorder and piano,
makes highly successful
and quite novel use of
this instrumental combi-
nation. The recorder
part is based on a six-
tone mode that includes
a quarter-tone to be pro-
duced with a special fin-
gering. The piano part
has an occasional ran-
dom sound-mass to be
produced by striking
some of the lower
strings inside the piano
with a timpani mallet.

EUROPE

Gerhard Braun

ELSEWHERE

USA
Henry Cowell com-
poses Three Pieces
for recorder trio, a
highly eclectic work
with a first movement
that is very imitative
of Indonesian gam-
elan music.

First innovative works
by Tui St George
Tucker: 1) Her So-
nata for alto recorder
and piano employs
the full range of notes
up to c" 2) Yakugo
for two recorderists
and a small chorus of
male voices is
strongly influenced by
traditional Japanese
musical idioms. It re-
quires one of the
recorderists to play
two instruments at
once, no doubt the
first piece to do so.

EUROPE
The first significant
Dutch works are com-
posed by Henk
Badings: 1) The sec-
ond movement of his
Trio is strongly influ-
enced by traditional
Japanese idioms. 2) In
the first movement of
his Sonata for alto re-
corder and piano
there are two lengthy
and complex pianis-
simo passages to be
played with special fin-
gerings. The same
movement ends with
a two-octave glissando.

Benjamin
Britten

makes ex-
tensive

use of flut-
ter-tongu-
ing in the
solo re-
corder

part of his
children's

opera
Noye's
Fludde.

ELSEWHERE

USA
Bob Dorough's jazz-influenced composi-
tion Eons Ago Blue sets the standard
for all future works in this vein.

New solo works by Tui St George
Tucker show an extreme eclecticism in
language and style and demonstrate ro-
mantic tendencies, such as a strong em-
phasis on melody and a subjective, di-
rectly emotional quality 1) The Bull-
finch Sonata employs many extended
techniques to evoke bird song images,
including a great deal of microtonality.
The piece is light-hearted and humorous
in its quotation and imitation of histori-
cal idioms and in its theatrical, visually
oriented ending. 2) In Romanza, a jazz-
influenced work, Tucker uses quarter-
tones in a variety of interesting and
imaginative ways: among them attempts
to approximate the "blue notes" of a
jazz singer and the intervals of the over-
tone series in just intonation.

EUROPE
The first avant-garde recorder works are
commissioned by Frans Brfiggen and Mi-
chael Vetter.

Media: Most of these early works are for
solo alto recorder.

Major Trends:

1) There is a total break with the past
The recorder is viewed as a new instru-
ment with a clean slate: its technical
and expressive limits are yet to be de-
fined.

2) Objectivism.

3) The post-Webern idiom is dominant
It is characterized by atonality, wide in-
terval jumps, irregular rhythms, and an
avoidance of literal repetition.

4) A vocabulary of extended techniques
develops rapidly. The resulting effects
are used episodically and are valued for
their novelty and shock potential.

5) By the end of the period, new nota-
tions begin to appear. Some are sym-
bols for new sounds, but others give the
performer slight leeway in the choice or
ordering of pitch and extent of rhythmic
duration or speed.

Representative works: Louis Andriessen,
SweeP Jurg Baur, Mutazioni; Rob du
Bois, Muziek, Spiel und Zwischenspiel.

ELSEWHERE
ARGENTINA: Carlos Roque Alcina's
Tres Movimientos for German system so-
prano recorder uses a few extended tech-
niques and shows a world-music influ-
ence and perhaps even a prototype mini-
malism. Its quality: warm and romantic.

USA

Media: Works for sob alto recorder still predominate. The first
avant-garde duets appear.

Major trends:

1) Extended techniques are further developed and often pushed
to extremes.

2) Notations con ins to develop. Complex symbolic and graphic
notations are employed either to represent sound configurations
not otherwise notable or to elicit a non-specific response from
the performer.

3) Wider latitude in what and/or how to play is given to the per-
former, including improvisation and mobile form.

4) A growing interest in and awareness of the visual drama of
performances of this new music leads to a kine of instrumental
theater where de iberate attention is focused ir this direction.

Minor trends:

:.) Although a so_id v.all still stands between the new and old re-
corder music, the first crack in that wall begins to appear. The
Long history of association between the recorder and bird song
is renewed in several avant-garde works through the new vocabu-
lary of sounds.

2) Devices such as mAtiphonics and glissandi lead to a more spe-
cific focus on the m:crotonal potential of the recorder.

Although most of -he music is severe and qLite serious, a
sense of humor abou: the new sounds begins tp materialize.

Representative wDrks: Louis Andriessen, Painengs; Luciano
Berio, Gesti; Gerhard Braun, Monologe I; Sylvano Bussotti,
PARA; Rob du Bois, Pastorale VII; Hans-Martin Linde, Music
for a Bird.

ELSEWHERE
JAPAN: Makoto Shitohara, working in Holland at the time,
writes Fragmente for Frans Briiggen. This first major work for
tenor recorder shows the influence of traditional Japanese musi-
cal idioms within a pc st-Webern context It employs a great deal
of microtonality and other extended techniques.
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1970-74 

Tui St. George Tucker's jazz-influenced 
recorder trio Prelude and Blue for 
Erich utilizes a few extended tech
niques and makes interesting and 
highly theatrical use of the perfor
mance space. Its language is 
extremely eclectic and the composer 
shows a great sense of humor in her 
quotation and imitation of popular mu
sical idioms. 

El.JRQPE 
Media: Solo works still predominate, 
but there is a growing attraction to 
sizes of recorder other than alto. 

Major trends: 

1) There is a sudden rediscovery of the
recorder's historical repertoire and, by 
extension, the entire history of West
ern European classical music as a possi
ble source of inspiration, generation, 
and ironic humor in avant-garde re
corder music.

2) With the all-inclusive acceptance of
this history, there was also a corre
sponding acceptance of even its most
traditional elements that had been con
sidered idiomatically taboo and there
fore deliberately excluded in the avant
garde recorder music of the previous
decade. Many of the works from this pe
riod display a wide spectrum of sound, 
for these traditional elements were
being brought into a music still heavily
affected by the imprint of post-Webern
ism and nurtured by the extraordinar
ily adventurous developments of the 
1960s. 

3) Humor becomes a strong central
issue during this period.

Representative works: Gerhard Braun, 
Minimal Music II, Nacht Stucke; Rene 
Clemencic, Bicinia nova; Martin 
Gumbel, Drei kleine Studien; Hans-Mar
tin Linde, Amarilli mia bella, Musica 
da Camera; Rolf Riehm, 
Cebrauchliches. 

ARGENTINA: Eduardo Alemann com
poses Spectra for the Conjunto Pro 
Arte de Flautas Dukes of Buenos 
Aires. This pioneer ensemble piece 
uses microtonality and other extended 
techniques. World and minimal music 
influences are there as well as sound
mass formations. 

1975-79 

Some of Bob Margolis's compositions employ extended techniques. 

1) Fanfare, a relatively accessible solo work requires the playing of two recorders at once. 

2) Recorder Quartet, which despite its title may be played by any number of recorder players above four, features an improvisational 
text-source that gives only vague directions and exact timings. The details of each performance must be worked out by the players. No 
matter what is decided, the end result will be an eclectic set of sound-mass blocks. 

Avant.garde recorderist Pete Rose connects with the "Downtown" scene in New York City. Adapts works by several of its John Cage
and minimalist-oriented composers to the recorder: 

1) Philip Corner's Sproutings for solo instrument or voice has a score consisting of Japanese-styled brush strokes printed on little 
pieces of transparency. These are placed on manuscript paper by the performer as a theatrical aspect of the presentation. When 
played, the music consists entirely of glissandi; even the shortest sounds must have a degree of pitch flexibility.

2) Daniel Goode's composition The Thrush from Upper Dunakyn is a transcription of a tape recording of a bird. Originally scored for
alto flute, it was adapted for bass recorder at the composer's request The half-hour-long meditative "bio-music" is microtonal, very re
petitive, and contains many long periods of silence.

3) Sound-poet Jackson Mac Low composes A Vocabulary Catha for Pete Rose, an improvisa::011.generating score that looks more like 
a crossword puzzle than music. 

Jude Quintiere composes the first circular breathing recorder works for Pete Rose. 

1) Music for Recorder and Tape features an opening cadenza for tenor recorder in which all of the ideas in the piece are exposed. 
These ideas are then extended by sustaining or repetition, both in the recorder part and on the tape, which contains sounds generated 
on a Moog synthesizer.

2) Roseland for amplified soprano recorder and tape makes use of a wide range of extreme extended techniques in the recorder part
The tape, which contains four minutes of sustained trills on SATE recorders, forms a static back,lrop of sound-mass for the live perfor
mance.

Colin Sterne's Meadow/Hedge/Cuckoo uses quotation in an obvious and theatrical way, as well as in a furtive structural manner. Its 
rhythmic and melodic contours show a post-Webern influence, and it uses a number of extended techniques. 

Media: Solo works other than for alto recorder, especially for soprano, become more common. The first European avant.garde 
ensemble works are composed. There is a new interest in and understanding of the possibilities for combining recorder and piano. 
The period also gives rise to the first significant works for recorder and percussion. 

Major trends: 

1) There is a move away from allowing the performer to make critical composition-oriented choices (through
improvisation or mobile form, for example) toward strictly notated scores that give the player few if any options. 

2) There is also a move away from using extended techniques to produce episodic novel sounds and toward 
their use as fundamental compositional building blocks and/ or means of developing and varying the essential 
material of a work. 

3) Minimal and world-musics 6egin to have an impact 

4) The new ensemble and recorder/piano works employ sound mass and timbre modulations. 

5) Extended techniques appear in easier works suitable for amateurs and/ or children. 

6) Many works show an extreme eclecticism in both language and style. 

7) The historical recorder tradition continues to be of interest

Representative works: Louis Andriessen, Melodie; Gerhard Braun, Acht Spielslilcke, Jnmitten der Nacht; 
John Casken, Thymehaze; Reinhard Febel, Sechs Bagatellen; Frans Geysen, Periferisch-Diagonaal-Concentrisch; 
Martin Gumbel, F/6/enstories, Konrad Lechner, Traum und Tag. 

Other important works: Roland Moser, 
Alrune; Kazimierz Serocki, Arrangements. 

JAPAN: There is a proliferation of new works displaying a strong fusion of traditional Japanese as well as other world-music elements 
with European avant.garde idioms. 

A partial list: Ryohei Hirose, Lamentation, Ode I, Meditation; Kikuko Masumoto, Pastorate; Maki Ishii, Black Intention. 
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ONE-PIECE SOPRANO RECORDER 
FOR FIRST YEAR Pl.AYERS 

Built in thumb rest places right hand in 
corred,relaxed position - Single holes for 
low C and D provide ease of playing in 
lower register - Accessories carrying bag 
and fingering chart 

A103N Baroque Fingering $4.45 
A102N German Fingering $4.45 

TWO-PIECE SOPRANO RECORDER 
FOR INTERMEDIATE PLAYERS 
Includes C,t and 0# holes -
Accessories cleaning rod, carrying bag and 
fingering chart 

A203N Baroque Fingering $ 5. 45 
A202N German Fingering $ 5. 45 

THREE-PIECE SOPRANO RECORDER 
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color catalog listing all our fine 
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c[JJ other musical products. 
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Pe 
.... until I showed them 

the secret!" 

by Vavid L. <Burge 

I
T ALL STARTED in ninth grade as a sort 
of teenage rivalry. 
I would practice the piano for 

about five hours daily. Linda didn't 
practice anywhere near that amount. 
But somehow she always seemed to 
have an edge which made her the 
star performer of our school. 

It was frustrating. 
What does she have that I don't? I 

would wonder. 
Linda's best friend, Sheryl, sensed 

my growing competition. One day 
she bragged on and on about Linda, 
adding more fuel to my fire. 

"You could never be as good as 
Linda," she taunted. "Linda's got 
Perfect Pitch!' 

"What's Perfect Pitch?" I asked. 
Sheryl gloated over a few of 

Linda's uncanny musical abilities: 
how she could name any tone or 
chord-just by ear; how she could 
sing any pitch she wanted-from 
mere memory; and how she could 
even play songs after only listening
to them on the radio! 

My heart sank. Her fantastic EAR
is the key to her success I thought. 

How could I ever hope to compete 
with her? 

But later I doubted Sheryl's story. 
How could anyone possibly know F# 
or Eb just by listening? An ear like 
that would give someone a mastery 
of the entire musical language! 

It bothered me. Did Linda really
have Perfect Pitch? I finally got up 
the nerve and point-blank asked 
Linda if the rumors were true. 

"Yes," she nodded to me aloofly. 
But Perfect Pitch was too good to 

believe. I rudely pressed, "Can I test 
you sometime?" 

"OK," she replied cheerfully. 

'Now I couldn't wait to
make her eat her words ...

My plan was ingeniously simple: 
I picked a moment when Linda 

least suspected it. Then I boldly 
challenged her to name tones for 
me-by ear. 

I made sure she had not been play
ing any music. I made her stand so 
she could not see the piano key
board. I made certain that other 
classmates could not help her. I got 
everything just right so I could 
expose Linda's Perfect Pitch claims 
as a ridiculous joke. 

Nervously, I plotted my testing 
strategy. Linda appeared serene. 

\1\/ith silent apprehension I select-

eel a tone to play. (She'll nc\lcr guess 
an F#!) 

I had barely touched the kev. 
"F#," she sa,id. 
I was astonished. 
I quickly played ,mother tone. She 

didn't even stop Lo think. lnstnntly
she announced 1 he correct pitch. 

Frantically, I played more and 
more tones, here and there on the 
keyboard, but each iirnc she knew 
the pitch---without effort. She was 
SO amazing--she could identify 
tones as easily as color�! 

"Sing an E�,·, I demanded, deter-
mined to mess her up. 

With the barest pause she sang the 
proper pitch. I had her sing more 
tones (trying hard to make them 
increasingly difficult), but still she 
sang each one perfectly on pitch. 

I was totally boggled. "How in tlze 
world do you do it?" I blurted. 

"I don't know," she sighed. And to 
my great dismay, that was as much 
as J could get out of her! 

The dazzle of Perfect Pitch hit 
me hard. My heacl was dizzy with 
disbelief, yet from that moment on 
I knew that Perfect Piicb is real. 



Perfect Pitch method proven by research at TWO leading universities! 

<J couldn't figure it out. .. 
"How does she DO it?" I kept ask

ing myself. On the ot.1.er hand, why 
can't everyone recognize musical 
tones by ear? 

Then it dawned on me that most 
musicians can't tell C from Cf, or 
A major from F major-like artists 
who brush painting after painting 
without ever knowing green from 
turquoise. It all seemed so odd and 
contradictory. 

I found myself even more mysti
fied than before. 

Humiliated and puzzled, I went 
home to work on this problem. At 
age 14, this was a hard nut to crack. 

You can be sure I tried it myself. I 
would sweet-talk my ::>rothers and 
sisters into playing tones for me so I 
could guess each pitch by ear. My 
many attempts were dismal failures. 

So I tried playing tl:.e tones over 
and over in order to memorize them. 
I tried to feel the 

Soon I too could recognize the tones 
by ear! It was simple. I could hear 
:1ow F# sounds one way, while Bb has 
:1 different pitch color sound-sort 
::>f like "hearing" red and blue! 

The realization hit me: THIS IS 
PERFECT PITCH'. This is how 
Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Debussy 
md scores of others could mentally 
_nvision their masterpieces-and 
.dentify tones, chords and keys just 
·::,y ear-by tuning in to these subtle
,itch colors within the tones.

It was almost childish-I felt that
;znyone could unlock their own
?erfect Pitch by learning this simple
.;ecret of "color hearing."

So I told my best friend Ann (a
::lutist) that she could have Perfect
?itch too. She laughed at me.

"You have to be born with Perfect
?itch," she asserted.

"You just don't understand how
?erfect Pitch works," I explained.

"It's easy!" 
"highness" or 
"lowness" of each 
pitch. I tried day 
after day to learn 
and absorb those 
elusive tones, but 
nothing worked. I 
simply could not 

, 
Autumn 1970 

�- C 

I showed her 
how to listen. 
Timidly, she con
fessed that she 
t::lo could hear 
the pitch colors. 
Soon Ann had 
also acquired 
Perfect Pitch! We 
became instant 
school celebrities. 
Students tested 
us m amaze
ment. Everyone 
was awed by our 

\, 

recognize the 
pitches by ear. 
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V 
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After weeks in 
vain, I finally gave 
in. Linda's gift was 
indeed extraordi
nary. But for me, 

-= ··w
ft• 

"How in the world dJ you do it?" I 
blurted. I was totally boggled. 

it was out of reach. 

Then came the realization ... 
It was like a miracle. A turn of fate. 

Like finding the lost Holy Grail. 
Once I had stopped straining my 

ear, I started to listen NATURALLY. 
Then the incredible secret to Perfect 
Pitch jumped right into my lap. 

I began to notice faint "colors" 
within the tones. Not visual colors, 
but colors of pitch, colors of sound. 

They had always been there. But 
this was the first time I had ever really 
"let go" -and listened-to discover 
these subtle differences within the 
musical tones. 

virtuoso ears. 
Way back then I would not have 

,:I.reamed that I would later explain 
:ny discovery to college music pro
�essors. When I did, many of them 
·aughed at me at first. You may have
guessed it-they told me you had to
be born with Perfect Pitch.

But once I revealed the secret to 
?erfect Pitch-and they heard for 
"hemselves-you'd be surprised how 
�ast they would change their tune! 

As I continued my own music 
�tudies, my Perfect Pitch allowed me
to progress far faster than I ever
thought possible. l even skipped over

f-i 

'R,esearch references: A snidy to determine the effectiveness ,f the David L. Burge tech "ique f,r development of Perfect Pitch, 

M.E. Nering (J 991 ), The University c,f Calgary; An experimental •nvest:garion of the effectiveness of rraining 011 absolute pitch in adult 

musicians, M.A. Rush (1989), The Ohio State University. We will i11cli..1e research summaries with yo1,r FREE Perfect Pitch Lesson #1. 

two required college courses. Perfect 
Pitch made everything much easier
performing, composing, arranging, 
sight-reading, transposing, improvis
ing-and it skyrocketed my enjoy
ment as well. I learned that music is 
definitely a HEARING art. 

.J.lnd as for Linda? 
... Oh yes-well, time found us at 

the end of our senior year of high 
school. I was nearly 18, and it was 
now my final chance to outdo her. 

Our local university sponsored a 
high school music festival each 
spring. That last year, I scored an A+ 
in the most advanced performance 
category. Linda only got an A. 

Sweet victory was mine at last! 

T
oday, thousands of musicians and two
university studies have confirmed the 

effectiveness of my Perfect Pitch method. 
Now I'd like to show YOU how to discover 

your own Perfect Pitch-whatever your age! 
I hope you won't laugh as you picture 

yourself with various Perfect Pitch skills
like naming tones and chords by ear with 
laser-like precision! Of course, you might 
be surprised at how simple-and how very 
valuable-Perfect Pitch really is! 

I'll show you! Just call or write TODAY to 
request your FREE Perfect Pitch Lesson #I! 

For fastest delivery, call 24 hours: 

(515) 472-3100
FAX: (515) 472-2700 

:-FREE--� 
• Perfect Pitch
1 Lesson #1 ! __ _.......
I C!l'vES! Please rush me my

FREE Perfect Pitch Lesson #1 ! 
I Show me how I can gain Perfect Pitch

for myself-AND discover deeper 
levels of my own musical talent. 

1 1 am a: :I teacher O musician 
:I parent of musical child 

I
/\AME 

I ADDRESS 

CITY 

I
STATE 

111 
ZIP 
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Richie and Elaine Henzler, along with
Andrew Cordle and—a big surprise— Phil-
adelphia jazz recorderist Joel Levine, pre-
sented a remarkable concert on Courtly
Music Unlimited's American Performers
on the Recorder series in New York City
last April. The foursome displayed a clean
ensemble with good intonation and fine
interpretation on Ralph Vaughan Wil-
liams' delightful Suite for Pipes and Henk
Badings' equally moving Quartet III for
instruments at pleasure. Cordle and the
Henzlers also gave us an octave-lower ver-
sion of Kurt Bossier's Trio on tenor, bass,
and great bass recorders. This obscure
German (but not very German-sounding)
work was also performed very well. And
as a duo, Richie and Elaine treated us to
Gail Kubik's Five Birthday Pieces, per-
fectly capturing its austere yet witty qual-
ity and playing sensitively and very musi-
cally throughout.
Between each of these ensemble perfor-

mances, the great Joel Levine, ably accom-
panied by his old high school friend, pia-
nist Uri Caine, played jazz. Their first set
included Hank Mobley's This I Dig of
You, a lyrical up-tempo song, and McCoy
Tyner's Blues on the Corner. It was on
this second number that Levine played his
most intriguing solo of the day, utilizing
both the pitch and rhythmic contours of
the melody in the manner not so much of
his idol, the late tenor saxophonist John
Coltrane, but more akin to Sonny Rollins,
another great tenor sax man. His second
set gave us Mal Waldron's lovely slow bal-
lad Soul Eyes and Coltrane's Moments
Notice, a problematic fast tune with a sim-
ple lyrical melody that masks its complex,
rapidly moving, and difficult-to-negotiate
chord progression. In their final session,
Levine and Caine played My Song by
Keith Jarrett, a light, twangy, jazz/coun-
try-rock number that contrasted nicely
with the powerful mainstream material
that came before.
This concert provided my first opportu-

nity to hear Joel Levine in about 15 years.
Although Coltrane has always been his
source of inspiration, his style has
changed, becoming freer yet more compli-
cated in terms of the way he relates to the

harmony. To illustrate this change, let's
take the chord progression of the last four
bars of This I Dig of You, one of the songs
he played on the concert. It's a simple ca-
dence in the key of 136, and fifteen years
ago Joel might have responded with a line
like the one in Example A, which is quite
straightforward. Today, however, he
would be more inclined to play something
like Example B. Although this second ex-
ample may seem an arbitrary wandering
from the stated harmony, it is actually a
highly structured cyclical superimposi-
tion. Let's look at the same passage again
with the harmony it implies, rather than
with the actual harmony of the tune (Ex-
ample C). Notice that this chord progres-
sion—which would only be in Levine's
mind—is cyclical: the roots of the chords

moving up a minor third, then down a
fifth. Many Coltrane-influenced players
use these cycles, which are known in the
trade as "Giant Steps."
As a jazz recorderist, Joel, to my knowl-

edge, has no peers. But to get a com-
pletely balanced view it will also be neces-
sary to assess him purely as a jazz
musician without any reference to his in-
strument. Although he is brilliant by any
standards, there are two areas in which I
think he could grow. First, he tends to
play the melodies of the tunes in an off-
hand, impersonal way, tolerating them as
a functional yet superficial aspect of a jazz
performance, much as one might tolerate
local traffic on the way to an open high-
way. It would be to his advantage to de-
velop a more personal approach to play-

Hank Mobley's "This I Dig of You" - Last four bars, Joel Levine style

Example A - Levine 15 years ago
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Tyson feels the primary place of change should be 

in the public schools, and the main thrust at the 

middle school level. "Teen-age students, '' he said, 

"should be encouraged to p(ay whatever they like 

on the recorder, so they can use the instrument to

connect with the music that they best relate to." 

ing melodies, mak:ng them integral to 
his-rather than cLstomary to the-jazz 

performance. 
Second, while he i.; capable of great fire, 

he often unleashes :he full fury of his in
tensity right from the very first note of his 
improvisations, givir.g them an incendiary 
quality. He also sustains this level of inten
sity through to the last note_. so that his 
jazz solos seem to stop rather than end. 
He could be more effective, I feel, if he 
would shape his playing to a greater de
gree, economizing zt the beginning and 
building to a strong climax. But I have a 
feeling that both hese faults are due 
largely to the fact that he just doesn't get 
enough work opportunity to fine-tune 
himself. 

After the concert · asked Joel how he 
evolved into sometl:ing as unique as a 
jazz recorderist He bid me that he began 
studying recorder at a very early age with 
Charlotte Rosenberg, a local Philadelphia 
teacher, and later studied with Bernard 
Krainis. The turning point for him came in 
high schoo·, where many of his friends 
were both interested and talented in play
ing jazz. No doubt, Levine already had a 
remarkable command of the instrument 
by this time. That, pl.1s his extraordinary 
natural gifts-a brillicnt and quick mind, 
fantastic ear, and a �reat sense of time
enabled him to make the conversion and 
develop quickly. 

And More! 
A month earlier,  
CMU presented a 
fine concert by John 

Tyson, another ma
jor American player, 
who gave us-among 
many other things-a 
ma s t e r f u l  perfor
mance of Maki Ishii's 
classic work Black Intention. It was only 
the second time he hzd performed it, for 
he just recently became aware oi the piece 
when one of his students introduced him 
to both the score and a superb recording 
of it by Walter van Hauwe. 

Tyson's favorite modern piece is another 
great Japanese composition, Fragmente 

by Makoto Shinol:ara. Of the contempo
rary European works, he particularly fa
vors Hans-Martin Linde's Music for a 

Bird, and he also has an affinit;y for the 
music of American recorderists/compos
ers Colin Sterne and Tui St. George 
Tucker. Tucker's Romanza, he told me, is 
especially well appreciated by Parisian au
diences, who relish its jazzy quality. 
Tyson's new CD for Titanic contains the 
premiere recorded performances of works 
by Arnold Coo�e and Alan Hovhaness. 

After the concert, I spoke with John a bit 
and found that he has very strong views 
about the recorder's future in America. 
He believes the key to its survival is 
mainstreaming the instrument, and he is 
attempting to have it moved from the area 
of early music to the woodwind depart
ment at New England Conservatory, 
where he teaches. But he feels the pri
mary place of change should be in the 
public schools, and the main thrust at the 
middle school level. "Teen-age students," 
he said, "should be encouraged to play 
whatever they like on the recorder, so 
they can use the instrument to connect 
with the music that they best relate to." 
An interesting state:nent in view of what 
Joel Levine told me of his evolution into a 
jazz recorder player. 

Tangential News from Abroad 
Maki Ishii has no¼ written another re
corder composition. Simply called Tenor 

Recorder Piece, but intriguingly subtitled 
"east - green - spring," it is one of the 
hardest works for the instrument. It was 
commissioned by the Symposium at Calw, 
Germany, as a required performance num
ber on the second round of this year's so
loist competition. Believe it or not, the 
first round required the competitors to 
play their own divisions on a madrigal by 
Cipriano da Rore, a Vivaldi concerto, and 
�esti by Luciano Berio. Such is the state 
Jf the up-and-<:oming generation of re
:order players in Europe. 

Pete Rose 
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By Nick Rossi
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A new consort anthology, some overlooked Baroque sonatas,
and modern works by Gerhard Braun and David Goldstein

-

VA, /AV

The Schott Recorder Consort Anthol-
ogy:
Vol. One, Fifteenth-Century Music,
Vol. Two, French & Spanish Music,
VoL Three, Italian Music,
VoL Four, Dance Music,
VoL Five, German & Dutch Music,
VoL Six, English Music.

Edited and arranged by Bernard Thomas,
Schott Editions 12387-92 (European
American Distributors), 1991. Sc only, 21,
34, 31, 34, 35, 37 pp respectively. $15.95
per volume.

This new series by Schott is the most com-
prehensive collection of Renaissance
music for recorder ensembles that I can
remember. While the editor claims that he
is not trying to create a formal historical
anthology, this handsome publication cer-
tainly turns out to be a wonderful cross-
section of Renaissance music. The basic
organization by country helps us see the
virtues of each, and the two other vol-
umes, "Fifteenth-Century" and "Dance
Music," provide a logical way to view less
nationalistic repertoires. It seems to me
that the content is a pleasing blend of
standard favorites and less-known music.
From his long experience editing Lon-

don Pro Musica publications and from
teaching and performing early music, Ber-
nard Thomas has excellent credentials for
assembling the present compilation, and
his work here is of high standard. His
depth of knowledge is obvious and wel-
come, and certainly not pedantic.
Much of the music is for quartet, but one

finds, in addition, duets, trios, quintets,
and sextets. I count 136 pieces within the
six volumes. Since composers in the early
Renaissance wrote little music specifically
designated for recorders, much of the
music included here resembles and is in-
deed transcribed from vocal sources. This
was the practice of the times, and it works
well for instruments. Thomas does pro-

vide intriguing literary clues showing how
Renaissance instrumentalists adopted this
repertoire for themselves.
Volume One includes a lengthy and in-

structive "Introduction." In this well-rea-
soned essay, Thomas gives an historical
prospective for Renaissance recorder con-
sort playing and includes his provocative
ideas about which kinds of music are most
suitable for this ensemble. In a more prac-
tical vein, he talks in great detail about
tunings, balancing the sounds of the in-
struments, alternative fingerings, articu-
lations, and ornamentation, all with an
eye on available historical evidence. This
is very valuable and practical stuff. It mer-
its very careful reading and is certain to
form the basis of much discussion and ex-
perimentation in recorder circles. The
essay is not repeated in the other volumes
and makes Volume One especially attrac-
tive, although it does means that this vol-
ume contains fewer pages of music.
Each of the six volumes includes a

"Notes" section, giving the original
sources for the music as well as brief and
helpful ideas to guide performances. In
some cases the original text is provided,
the text frequently indicating the impor-
tant tenor voice. Although translations
are not included herein, Thomas has ed-
ited and published most of the music in
different configurations for his own com-
pany, and performers, with a little effort,
can locate adequate translations in these
editions. All explanations are given in
both German and English.
Specific recorder designations are sup-

plied by the editor, and these are very
handy. I did find myself experimenting
with other recorders on -occasion, espe-
cially between tenor and bass sizes. Alto
recorder parts are written in the octave
treble clef, as they sound, and this, while
handy for recorder players, could create
problems for viols or other early instru-
ments. Tenor recorder parts are in octave

I expect that The Schott Recorder Consort Anthology
will be standard fare for recorder players for a
long time to come. It is not inexpensive but should
give good value and lots of wonderful hours
of enjoyment. This publication is a milestone.
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treble clef and bass recorder parts in bass
clef. A few pieces are transposed from the
original so that the music lies better for
recorders. Individual pieces are short, and
the printing is generally planned to avoid
page turns (there are a few awkward
places, however). Paper is of high quality,
and the scores are sturdy. Since the pub-
lisher has not supplied individual parts,
each person must have his or her own
score from which to play.

I expect that The Schott Recorder Con-
sort Anthology wil: be standard fare for
recorder players for a long time to come.
It is not inexpensive but should give good
value and lots of wonderful hours of en-
joyment. This pubEcation is a milestone,
and my advice is to get your copy as soon
as possible.

DAVID GOLDSTEIN. Sonata for Bass
Recorder and Keyboard. Provincetown
Bookshop Edition No. 21, 1992. Sc 12 pp,
pt 5 pp. $6.00.

Recorder players need no introduction to
the compositions cf David Goldstein, as
his music over the years has given a great
deal of pleasure to many. I seem to recall
David mentioning this particular sonata in
conversations several years back and thus
suspect that this is not a brand new com-
position. It is, however, a well-crafted and
substantial piece for the frequently ne-
glected bass recorder, and I am delighted
to finally see the msic in print.
Sonata for Bass Recorder is in three

nicely contrasting movements (fast-slow-
fast) with each having its special charac-
ter. Melodies are gracious and tonal, with
chromatics and mid dissonances provid-
ing surprise and spice. The first move-
ment is neo-Classical in style, the second
spiritual-like, and :he third a rollicking
dance. The composer very carefully—even
lovingly—includes appropriate articula-
tions and expression marks. It occurred to
me that the piece might go very well on a
reed instrument, the bassoon for example,
but it does suit the intended bass recorder
handsomely. I would classify the level of
difficulty as upper-intermediate.
As one would expect, the solo part is no-

tated in bass clef. Layout has been
planned to eliminate page turns, except
between movements. Printing is clear and
attractive, and the paper is of good qual-

KEY: S'o- sopranino recorder, S-soprano
recorder, A-alto recorder, T-tenor recorder,
B-bass recorder, GB-great bass recorder;
pp-pages; ac-score; pts- parts; kbd-keyboard. Dis-
tributors are listed in pa -entheses.
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ity. For those wanting repertoire for bass
recorder with keyboard, here is your
music!

Gordon Sandford

GOTTFRIED FINGER. Fun! Sonaten,
für Altblockflote und Basso continuo.
Edited by Ernst Kubitschek. Doblinger,
Diletto musicale 1128 (Foreign Music Dis-
tributors), 1991. Keyboard pt 28 pp, re-
corder pt 15 pp, basso pt 10 pp. $27.00.

Gottfried Finger (c. 1660-c. 1723), a Ger-
man by birth, spent ten years in England
(as Godfrey Finger), traveled at length in
Italy, and knew the music of Vienna well;
his music seems to be a blending of all
these locations, typical of the middle Ba-
roque. Just why he wrote so much for re-
corder is not known, but apparently he
found it profitable.
The present publication, numbers 6-10

of his Opus III, is taken primarily from a
Dutch publication prepared by Estienne
Roger. A copy of his original publication
is now housed at the Library of Congress,
and this copy served as the basis for
Kubitschek's present work. Numbers 1-5
are available in a modern print, having
been published previously by Breitkopf in
their edition EB 8388. The editor has

carefully collated his work with a manu-
script in the Detroit Public Library, and he
satisfactorily notes his few alterations in a
"Kritischer Bericht."
The music is well suited to the recorder,
mostly in keys of F major and D minor. It
is also very pleasing in content, although
without the variety and character of
Handel's and Telemann's best. Most of the
sonatas have four movements, although
Opus 111/9 has five and III/10 is a single,
well-developed "Ciacona." Although the
movements have a general alternation of
slow and fast tempos, one does not see the
consistent patterns of slow/fast so fre-
quently encountered in later and more
mature Baroque sonatas.
These five sonatas are of medium diffi-

culty and should give performers a great
deal of satisfaction. The edition is very
cleanly done and easy to read. Figures for
the bass are provided, should the key-
board player choose to realize the harmo-
nies for him- or herself. The supplied real-
ization is tastefully, albeit rather simply,
done. Few obligatory ornaments are in-
cluded, and the soloist will need to add a
number of these. It is always helpful to
have a separate bass part, as here, for
gamba or cello. These examples are not at
all difficult and would seem well suited for

ANTIQUE SOUND
WORKSHOP, Lm.

1080 Beacon Street
Brookline, MA 02146

(617) 734-7415

Offers The LARGEST Selection Of
Imported Historical Instruments

In The United States

Over 700 models of medieval, renaissance, baroque, and modern
recorders by Fehr, Huber, Kung, Coolsma, Dolmetsch, Mollen-
hauer, Rossler, Moeck, Yamaha, and other fine makers.

Every instrument is custom-serviced before delivery, and each
recorder is voiced and tuned to our own exacting professional
standards and guaranteed for the life of the instrument.

More than 500 other historical woodwind, brass, string, keyboard,
and percussion instruments in stock for immediate delivery.

Send $7.00 for our complete 60-page catalogue and receive free a
three-year subscription to our customer newsmagazine and an
introductory discount on your first order. Our hours are 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday. Visits are by appointment only.

a gambist in the beginning stages of learn-
ing to play a continuo part. The individual
movements are mostly short, and each is
complete on one page or less. Measures
are conveniently and clearly numbered to
help in rehearsal. The price is not inexpen-
sive, but one does receive a quantity of
well-written and serviceable music in a
well-edited and attractive edition. Newly
discovered sounds, such as these, are al-
ways welcome in the growing recorder
repertoire.

Gordon Sandford

GERHARD BRAUN. Fun! Meditationen
for tenor recorder solo. Universal Edition
UE 18750 (European American Distribu-
tors), 1992. Sc 5 pp. $8.95.

This composition consists of five quiet, es-
sentially 12-tone, pieces in brief and
highly compressed forms. They are not
easy to interpret and require very exact re-
alizations of :he indicated dynamics via ex-
tremely sophisticated fingering and blow-
ing techniques. A selection of at least
three movements should, according to the
composer, be included in any concert per-
formance.
Most intriguing of these miniatures is

the fifth movement, which requires that
the bell hole (incorrectly translated as
"thumb hole" in the English version of the
instructions) be sealed with a cork so as to
produce a novel spectrum of microtonal
pitches and sounds. The fourth move-
ment, as in many of Braun's pieces, calls
for spoken text—more specifically in this
instance a monotone chant on middle C.
The edition is beautifully printed. In-

structions are provided in German,
French, and English.

Pete Rose

PLAYFORD DUETS, Six Tunes from
"The Dancing Master." Arranged for
alto and tenor recorders (or two flutes ) by
Evelyn Webb. Novello & Company (The-
odor Presser Company), 1991. Sc 11 pp, 2
pts of 6 pp each. $15.95.

Playford Duets are six inventive dances
for a surprisingly unusual combination
(alto and tenor recorders). Three of the
pieces ("Manage the Miser," "Orleans Baf-
fled," and "Richard's Tune") are in 3/2
meter and sound amazingly like Handel-
ian horpipes from The Water Musick. Two
("Amaryllis" and "The Beaux Stratagem")
are in a giocoso duple meter and one
("Lulle Me Beyond Thee"), a grazioso tri-
ple. Five of the six pieces consist of three
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or four short repeated sections (as one
would expect in dance music) and employ
characterful motives with carefully
marked accents anc dynamics (unusual
for the 17th century). I was not able to
locate the originals in my facsimile of The
Dancing Master (perhaps I had the wrong
edition?), but it seems a virtual certainty
that Evelyn Webb has added a great many
of her own ideas to create these fresh ar-
rangements. She has provided chord sym-
bols, as well, for those wishing a chordal
accompaniment. I wish her explanatory
note were more detai_ed in describing her
own contributions.
Nevertheless, this music is very enjoy-

able and lots of fun to play (probably more
appropriate for concert than for dance).
Basic notes are of medium difficulty, but
the independent rhythms and added artic-
ulations provide more rigorous chal-
lenges. The parts are of approximately
equal importance, and so neither player
need feel neglected. B3th instruments are
given their customary recorder notation
to sound at pitch.
The appearance of this Novello publica-

tion is beautiful in every way. The music is
printed clearly, the paper is of high qual-
ity, and the cover has an attractive, sel-
dom seen Playford print from 1690. The
price does, however, seem a bit steep.

Gordon Sandford
 .94.1.605/../WAY/AVANAVANAlb.L.,...6046/1..

San Antonio Festival (cont.)

tion of the concerts in the schedule, but I
must mention the fine playing by the
Freiburger Barockorzhester, which I
much enjoyed, the fine Monteverdi pro-
gram presented by "Les petits violons" of
the University of North Texas, and the fas-
cinating stage production, "Prohibited by
Order of the King," a hypothetical Corpus
Christi fiesta, c. 1749, reprised from the
1991 Boston Early Music Festival by the
Minneapolis-based Baroque opera com-
pany Ex Machina.
At the AMIS sessions enjoyed meeting

Bruce Haynes, who presented a progress
report on a study of pitch in the Baroque
and Classical periods, and also Eva
Legene, who gave a talk on "The
Rosenborg Recorders," as well as a lec-
ture-demonstration on "The recorder in
transition, 1640-1680." I was also glad for
the opportunity to chat with Bill Rees, a
member of the Texas Baroque Ensemble
with whom I had enjoyed playing cham-
ber music on both recorder and flute a
number of years ago in the mountains of
western North Carolina.

tt.' 1990. Yamaha Corporation o- America

esonance
Yamaha makes a complete variety of recorders to meet a wide

range of musical talent. Whether for students or professionals, plastic
or wooden, each recorder is designed for optimum resonance of tone.
From soprano to bass, our wooden recorders are made to the highest,
most exacting standards. So ask for Yamaha recorders at your local
music store — and play the very best you can.' yA m A H
Yamaha Corporation of America • Band & Orchestral Division
3445 East Paris Aveme, SE. P.O. Box 899•Grand Rapids, MI 49512-089)
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President's Message (cont.)

corder program for classrooms and the
new Junior Recorder Society, a club for
young students. Brochures and other in-
formation about these programs will be
distributed at the American Orff-Schul-
werk Conference in November, at which
Eva Legene and I have been asked to pres-
ent classes and playing sessions. The ARS
classroom program will introduce teach-
ers and students to the recorder with a
new booklet, The Recorder in the Class-
room by Gerald Burakoff, a music list
compiled by other nationally known
teachers, and goals for beginning classes
(revised Level I-C). The Junior Recorder
Society will motivate young members to
continue playing the recorder with news-
letters, worksheets, and awards, along
with a variety of educational materiais for
their leaders.
To complement these programs for

young people, the ARS Education Com-
mittee has established a new Teacher's
Certificate for those who have passed
Level II and revised the one for Level III.

This committee has also published the
Third Revision of the ARS Education Pro-
gram (Study Guide, music lists, and exams
for all three levels) and a new Handbook
to facilitate accomplishing these goals.
This year the ARS introduced our first

annual National Play-the-Recorder Day,
which gained the support of our business
members and stimulated our chapters and
individual members to reach out into their
communities. This project resulted in 189
new individual members, each of whom
received a plastic recorder and method
book, and one collegium membership.
The ARS is now expanding our commu-

The ARS is now
beginning to focus
seriously on developing
future recorder players
through an expanded
beginning recorder
program for classrooms
and the new Junior
Recorder Society, a club
for young students.

nication with other organizations and am-
plifying our presence at conferences and
festivals. For instance in June, Alan
Moore and I represented the ARS at a
three-day conference on "The Future of
Early Music in North America" sponsored
by Early Music America at the Berkeley
Festival. Paralleling that theme, the ARS
held during the same festival a public
panel discussion on "The Future of the
Recorder Movement in America." By par-
ticipating in these events and by talking
with leaders of other early music organi-
zations and with our members on the
West Coast, we gained much inspiration
and many ideas to share with the new
board and pave the way for the future.
After the first few years of its second

fifty years, the ARS is as vital, as outreach-
ing, as productive as ever. Credit should
be given to all of the members of the retir-
ing ARS Board, our executive director,
and our editor for envisioning and work-
ing toward a Society that meets the needs
of the 1990s and looks forward to the
2000s. I thank our members and the
board for giving me the opportunity to be
president of the ARS during the last two
years, and I extend my best wishes to our
new board of directors.

Constance M Primus

)5oulder Zulu Music *hop
Store Hours: Monday through Saturday, 10:30-5:30

Recorders - Historical Flutes - Cornetts - Crumhorns
Viols - Lutes - Baroque Violins - Harps - Dulcimers
Psalteries - Bagpipes - Tabor Pipes - Percussion
Instrument Kits - Bows - Strings - Accessories
Extensive Inventory of Sheet Music - Gift Items

prompt Mad Order eSeruice
Write for Free Catalogs - Specify Areas of Interest

2010 Fourteenth Street
Boulder, Colorado 80302 (303) 499-1301

.•••• Ave.,/ •fr • •
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Readers ask for more data on recorder physics
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Department of Amplification
Some readers have contacted me for am-
plification concerning "Principles of Re-
corder Design Explained" (AR, June
1992). Three questions have led to exper-
iments and observations that may interest
others.—Raymond Dessy

Why is the plot of frequency vs. square
root of pressure not a straight line if the
sounding frequency and jet velocity are
directly related? (It bands to the right at
high notes.)—Debbie Klein
ANSWER—The published plot is derived

from selected data from Wyatt's excellent
articles on inexpensive alto plastic record-
ers (AR, November 1982, August 1983).
The total pressure was measured in the
mouth cavity. This value is the sum of a)
velocity pressure associated with air flow
and b) other pressures associated with
windway resistance. Air moving in the
windway usually exits in a reasonably
smooth and streamlined form (laminar
flow), but enters as more turbulent flow.
Entrance edge turbulence can be severe if
sharp corners are involved. Resistance as-
sociated with laminar flow is proportional
to velocity. Resistance connected with tur-
bulent flow increases as the square of ve-
locity. Deviations in the plot result from
the latter. Experiments done with other
recorders show a better relationship.

Why does this plot not have the ex-
pected ratio of pressures for the octave
jumps PI:F5:F6?—Deblie Klein
ANSWER—Theory and practice often do

not match. Think about the following
questions based on equal temperament
tuning (ETT):
1) Does basic physics always follow
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ETT? No, the harmonics and modes of
natural vibrations in strings or cylindrical
tubes involve a stretched octave.
2) Does the craftsman always follow
ETT? No, piano tuners increasingly
stretch lower octaves (flattening notes)
and upper octaves (sharpening notes).
The recorder's octave is stretched.
3) Does the player always follow Ell'?
No, string instruments often tune slightly
sharp to improve brightness.
4) Does our ear always follow Ell'? No,
we prefer stretched octaves. The F4:F5:F6
frequency ratios are 1:2:4. Since frequen-
cies should follow the square root of pres-
sure, the pressure ratios would be 1:4:16.
Pressure ratios closer to 1:3:8, or slightly
smaller, are found experimentally. Why?
Two sources on recorder acoustics have
surfaced since our publication that may
resolve this problem: NM. Fletcher and
T.D. Rossing, The Physics of Musical In-
struments (Springer-Verlag, N.Y., 1992),
apparently quoting from personal commu-
nications with J.S. Martin, author of
Acoustical Aspects of the Recorder (Ph.D.
dissertation, 1987, University of New En-
gland, Armidale, NSW, Australia, to be
published). They make an interesting ob-
servation. "Skilled" recorder players at-
:empt to equalize the sound levels of vari-
ous notes (and save wind) by slightly
sharpening lower notes and flattening
upper notes. Recall that each note theo-
retically should play over an almost +/-
50% range in pressure without too drasti-
cally altering the sounding frequency.
Using slightly higher than center pitch
pressures for low notes and lower pres-
sures for high notes would level the pres-
sure ratio sequence. This could also
shrink the built in 30 cents octave stretch

Pitch and pressure are variables open to evaluation
errors and then to compromises in explanation.
Various researchers have related working pressure
and note played, using the square root of pressure
(theory), pressure (apparent practice), or even log of
pressure (intuition). In real lire, two artists, craftsman
and player, make beautiful music without controversy.

VON HUENE
RIPPER'!"

alto rccordcr at a=440

Our Rippert a=440 alto fills the
need for an all-purpose baroque
instrument with superb tone,
response &intonation. The

preferred instrument of soloists
world-wide; available in select
European boxwood, or

grenadilla.

VON HUENE
WORKSHOP, INC.
59-65 Boylston Street
Brookline, MA 02146 USA
(617) 277-8690 Fax (617) 277-7217
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New Recording!

CORELL
Trio Sonatas

th Michael Lynn and Nina Stern, record
Edward Parrnentier, harpsichord

End Sutherland, cello

WILDBOAR 9203
Suggested retail: $1 5 . 9 8

First complete reco:-cl ng oF ._.ohann Christian Schickhardt's arrangements
from the Opus VI conce7ti, as published by John Walsh in 1720.
Made possible by .:,-ants from the American Recorder Society and The
New School for Social Research. The ARS grart was the first to be awarded
from its new ProfessiDnal Performance Grant Prog-arr.
Michael Lynn and Nira Stern are two of the Uni-ed
States' foremost performers anc teachers of the re-
corder. TDgether arc separately. they have wo-ked
with many of the leading ensernDles in the fielc
early music. Nina Stern is cirrently on the fect.1t3, of
the Mannes College of Musiz, where she also serves
as director of the depar--.ment o!' historical perfor-
mance. Michael Lynn has served as assistant prcfes-
sor of recorder and 3a -oque flute at Oberlin Conser-
vatory since 1975.

PLACE ORDERS WITH THESE ARS BUSINESS MEMBERS:
Boulder Early Music Shop, 2010-14th St., Bo.ilcer CO 50302; 303-499-1301

Courtly Music Unlimi:ed. Inc., 2067 E roadway, #27, New Yorc, NY 10023; 212-580-7234
Kelischek Work.shcp, Rt.#1, Eox 26. Brasstown, '.0 239C2; 704-537-5833

Magnamusic Distribator3, Inc., Sharon. CT C6069; 203-364-5431
Musical Offer ng 2.430 Bancroft Way, Berk?ley, ZA 94704; 800-466-0211

Von Huene Workshop, Inc., 55 Boylston St., BrooKli le, MA 02146; 61 7-277-8690

A S members may hquire about discoun:s.

RENAISSANCE RECORDERS
Consort instruments built with the same care
in voiling tiring as the best solo instru-
ments. 10 sizes rron sopranino in g" to great
bass in F. Fcar tlE recorders on the records of
the Arnste-dan Loeki Stardust Quartet
(Decca Florlegium 414 277 and 421 130).

VAN EYCK RE2OHDERS after the famous
Rosenborg:nstrumants.

TL.BOR FIPES • DRUMS

TUBE BERGSTROM
Smidstrupvej 4

DR-4720 Praesto, Denmark

by about one-half.
Examine the short cross bars in the plot

relating a given note's pitch and allowed
playing pressure. Martin reports that as
one moves to successive higher registers,
the bars take on more horizontal slopes at
each register change. "It is not clear why
this should be so."(!) In any case, higher
notes can be played at much lower than
center pitch pressures without sounding
too flat. However, pitch and pressure are
variables open to evaluation errors and
then to compromises in explanation. Vari-
ous researchers have related working
pressure and note played, using the
square root of pressure (theory), pressure
(apparent practice), or even log of pres-
sure (intuition). In real life, two artists,
craftsman and player, continue to make
beautiful music without controversy.

Ignoring lingering differences and diffi-
culties, why is the easily useful pitch
range of the Boehm flute greater than the
recorder when both are based on the
same air reed resonance effect?—Michael
Sallie
ANSWER—The flute player can adjust the

distance between the lips and embou-
chure hole, as well as change the hole and
lip outline. These permit shorter and more
confined jet streams. Shorter transit times
for jet stream disturbances allow reso-
nance with higher bore frequencies. The
recorder player must work with a fixed
"street" distance. An illustration: the same
pressure ratio, 1:8, is found for C4-C7 on
the flute and F4-F6 on the recorder; the
flute jet length is changed from 8 mm to 4
mm in the jump, but the recorder jet
length is fixed at 4 mm.
There are a number of reasons why A6

on an alto recorder is near its highest

N.H. Fletcher and T.D.
Rossing,...quoting from
communications with
J.S. Martin, make an
interesting observation.
"Skilled" recorder
players attempt to
equalize the sound levels
of various notes (and save
wind) by slightly
sharpening lower notes
and flattening upper notes.
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limit. 1) Higher frequencies may require
more pressure or air volume than you can
consistently deliver. 2) As the jet velocity
in the windway increases, it reaches a
point where reasor.able laminar flow
breaks down toward turbulent flow. 3)
Above a certain jet velocity on the re-
corder it is more difficult to couple the jet
stream disturbance with the bore standing
wave correctly.
4) Both the recorder and flute are also

limited at the high frequency end by sig-
nificant pressure amplitudes developing
at the window or embouchure hole. It is
like having an open tone hole at that
point. 5) This point occurs at just about
the frequencies where open hole cut-off
values begin to apply: about 2000 Hz for
the flute, 1500 Hz fcr the alto recorder.
Larger recorders reduce some of these re-
strictions, and can p.ay further into the
third octave.
Martin's superb dissertation is available

through interlibrary loan from The Center
for Research Libraries. The Fletcher/
Rossing text is the seminal work to appear
on the entire spectrum of musical instru-
ment principles since Benade's classical
work. For a less mathematical approach,
try Ian Johnston (Mecsured Tones, Adam
Hilger, N.Y., 1989). Martin, Fletcher, and
Johnston are all Australians.

The diverse collection of articles in the
June AR provided an excellent illustra-
tion of how the magazine appeals to its
wide range of readers. I was especially
pleased to see that the interests of the
minority concerned with the acoustics of
the recorder were not neglected The
Dessys' article was admirable for, among
other things, the modesty of its claims
about the depth of ct.rrent scientific un-
derstanding of how the recorder or any
whistle-like instrument works. However,
I think much would have been gained by
including an indication of the sources for
at least those assertions that even acous-
tical experts might want to check—Rich-
ard Sacksteder
ANSWER—For those wanting to crawl

deeper into recorder lesign and physics,
we have prepared a b:bliography of perti-
nent literature. Copies are available by
writing to: Professor Raymond Dessy,
Chemistry Department 0212, Virginia
Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061.

AR welcomes letters to the editor on
any subject relating to the recorder or
articles printed in the magazine. All let-
ters are subject to eciting.
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e-aaly music at
st. scbolastica

N ow in its second decade, this intense program of perform-anceand historical studies is in a congenial and stimulating
atmosphere where students and faculty closely work together. Alumni
are currently performing with America's leading early music ensembles
and teaching in various positions throughout the country.

The College of St. Scholastica offers the Bachelor of Arts degree and
graduate courses in Early Music Studies.

Early Music Faculty

William Bastian, voice; Shelley Gruskin, recorder, flute; LeAnn House,
harpsichord, fortepiano; Sr. Monica Laughlin, clarinet, recorder; Edward
Martin, lute; Penny Schwarze, viol, violin.

For information contact: Penny Schwarze, Chair, Department of Music,
The St. Scholastica Center for Early Music, 1200 Kenwood Avenue,
Duluth, MN 55811, 218-723-6194.
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NEW ISSUES from PROVINCETOWN BOOKSHOP EDITIONS

DAVID GOLDSTEIN Sonata for Bass Recorder & Keyboard
At last, something good to play on your Bass! A 3-movement piece
with both instruments equally "intermediate" grade.

$6.00

ANDREW CHARLTON 4 Russian Popular Songs. Freely set for SATB Recorders
Score & Parts $6.95

Great sounding fantasias with the key changes and
part interplay you'd expect from Charlton.

Sentimental Songs & Well-Loved Hymns. Set by David Goldstein for
3 Recorders (in various combinations) Playing Score $6.95
8 Songs like "Long, Long Ago" & "Skye Boat Song"
and 7 Hymns including "Slane" & "As with gladness men of old."

From THE PROVINCETOWN BOOKSHOP
246 Commercial St. Provincetown, MA 02657

or your friendly local music shop
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MAKER OF WOODWINDS
AFTER HISTORIC ORIGINALS 

RECORDERS TRANSVERSE FLUTES
. Medieval si,:ts • Renaissance
• Bassani, •0 A. Rottenhurgh
• Renaissance consort • Criesling and Schlott ( 5-'<ey)
• Bressan alto and tenor

• Haka soprano

RESTORATIONS <Sr REPAIRS
8 First St.. Ward's Island, Toronto. Ontario. Canada

M5J 2A6 (416)363-0397

RECORDER MUSIC
& RECORDERS

for
STUDENT
TEACHER

PERFORMER

Send for
FREE

catalog.

aspect c9oes
23 SCHOLAR LANE, LEVITTOWN, NY 11756

(516) 796-4140

,,
Tenor Viol '‘

after John Rose 1

1598

DOMINIK
ZUCHOWICZ
viol.n and viol maker

Violins, Violas, 'cellos

and Contrabasses in

modern and early styles

ViDlas do gamba

in all sizes after

historical models

Enquiries welcome:

130 Hamilton Ave., N.,
Ottawa, Ont.,
Canada KlY 1C2
(613) 729-0580

Berkeley Festival (cont.)

ness. In conclusion, Mrs. Primus encour-
aged all, despite their concerns (or be-
cause of them), to work together to reach
out to young students—who are our teach-
ers, chapter leaders, and performers of the
future. They, she said, will be the charis-
matic leaders and dedicated participants
of the next generation.
Directly following the panel session, Eva

Legene played a concert revealing a his-
torical continuum of sound possibilities
on the solo recorder, mixing music of
Richard Felciano (Alleluia to the Heart of
a Stone for reverberated recorder) and
Hotteterre (Echos) in a set The center-
piece was a new, evocative work by
Gerardo Dine, Tarde, una nubem lenta,
rosea for tenor recorder (a plastic Ya-
maha), composed in memory of rainforest
activist Chico Mendes. A range of special
effects is employed, including waving the
instrument back and forth across the air-
stream, multiphonics, and turning the in-
strument upside down, clicking a key, and
fingering with the other hand. The pro-
gram included music by van Eyck,
Domenico Gabrielli, Francois Couperin,
Per Norgaard, and Marais and concluded
with a truly hypnotizing account of Bach's
solo partita, BWV 1013, made plausible by
Ms. Legene's nearly imperceptible breath-
ing.
Miss Legene's performance was comple-

mented by her Thursday morning lecture-
demonstration, which documented in
slides and musical excerpts the craft of
building recorders. Especially interesting
was her characterization of turning (not
just instruments) as a secret art, guarded
in tight-knit guilds, protected by long ap-
prenticeships, and sometimes taught pri-
vately to kings and princes. In Denmark, a
turner worked under the protection of the
King, and when he died, the tools and
keys to the workshop were returned to
the King's chambers.

Starting with the narwhal soprano re-
corders in Denmark's Rosenborg Castle
(which she discovered while working as a
tourist guide there), Ms. Legene has pur-
sued the "missing-link" transitional re-
corder shown in mid-17th century Dutch
paintings. The recorder pictured in Van
Eyck's Flu yten Lust-hof may be mislead-
ing, she believes, since it is probably a
wood-cut picked up from an earlier publi-
cation. Better models might be the "I•V•H"
recorder in the Shrine to Music Museum
(see page 14), a J.C. Denner in the Bach
House in Eisenach, and a Haka recorder
in Edinburgh.

Other concerts and activities
Berkeley's bow toward the Pacific Rim
took place when the all-male (do Asian
women musicians have to come to the
U.S. to find opportunities?) Collegium
Musicum Telemann of Japan performed a
concert of Baroque standards, including
the E Minor Concerto for flute and re-
corder of Telemann and his A Minor Con-
certo for recorder and gamba (here played
on a violoncello piccolo). Recorderist
Toru Kamiya proved to be a deft and de-
pendable interpreter, and the ensemble
had the "period" sound down pat
Musica Antigua Min's appearance was

rescheduled from two years ago when the
ensemble had to cancel. Their two con-
certs, of sacred and secular 17th-century
German music, were marred by director
Reinhard Goebel's attempts to lead the en-
semble playing a viola left-handed. It was
a courageous effort, made necessary by
Goebel's recent physical problems, but it
distorted the balance of the voicing and
the impetus of the music and changed the
character of this once-virtuosic ensemble.
For many concertgoers, the major event

was the B Minor Mass performed by Jef-
frey Thomas's American Bach Soloists.
With a bi-coastal, all-star cast of instru-

Thursday's really fine, well-prepared concert by
gambist Laurence Dreyfus inspired me to
wonder if some performing arts funders and
decision-makers would view "authentic" performance
practice in a more positive light if they could hear
Dreyfus and Richard Taruskin (who function
for this set as early music quislings) playing
in such an informed and invigorating manner.
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mentalists and singers (soloists Emily Van
Evera, Nancy Zylstra, Judith Nelson, Jenni-
fer Lane, Zoila Munoz, Steven Rizkards
Patricic Romano, James Weaver, and Wil-
liam Sharp all joined in the cnorus),
Thomas shaped a beautiful, rich rendition,
a singer's answer to the cnaracterization
of Bach's vocal 1.nes as ":nstrurr.ental."
Espec:ally memorable were Patrizk Ro-
mano's floating high tenor (a h:gher cen-
ter than remembered from his Waverly
Consort days) in the "Dor-tine Deis" and
"Benedictus," and William Sharp's abso-
lutely winning sound in "Et in Spiritum
Sanctum."
Gustav Leonhardt's performance of the

Bach Magnificat with the UC Berkeley
Chamber Chorus and ?hilharmonia Ba-
roque was less stccessful in scme of its
parts, but his harpsichord recital on
Wednesday evening revealed the old
magic that could be wcrkei wher Leon-
hardt had only to :ransmit :is ideas to his
fingers, not to soloists, instrumer talists,
and a student chDrus. For this listener,
suffering severe jet lag, the high point of
the recital was Frobergar's Lamentation
sur la morte de Ferdinand III, with its
concluding, imagistic outburst at the end.
Others reported that Fo:queray's Suite in
C Minor, after intermission, surpassed all
that want before.
Thursday's really fine, :well-prepared

concert of Bach, Marais, and Forqueray
by gambist Laurence Dreyfus and harpsi-
chordist Ketil Haugsand inspired me to
wonder if some performil-0 arts finders
and decision-makers wo-ald view "authen-
tic" performance practice in a more posi-
tive light if they could hear Dreyfis and
Richard Taruskin (who function for this
set as early music quislims) playing in
such an informed and invigorating man-
ner.
Other fine concerts that I heard were

Cons,`ance Frimus, cE;.nter, leads a
discussion abut tfie future of the
recorder am:ing, lel to right, Gerry
Greer, Joann:! Bramd Young, Judith
L!nsenberg, and Rut.', Harvey.

perfonned bp lutenist Hopkinson Smith.
Styius Phan:zsticus, and Music's Re-cre-
ation. Appea-ing ea:-Ler in the week were
the Bay Area's outstanding Ensemble Al-
catraz (in conzert with the Kitka Eastern
Eiropean Wpmen's VDcal Ensemble), the
a cappella Gothic VDices, the Berkeley
Contemporary Chamber Players, and
B.00mington 3aroqua and the University
Cnorus (UC Berkeley whose program in-
cluded a performance of the Brandenburg
Concerto No. 4 wit:: Kim P.neda and
Colin St. Ma -tin playing recorder. The
conzert week began 3n Sunday, June 7
with a prog:am, "From Darkness tc
Light," invol ng a number of Bay Area
performers, co-spcnsored by the San
Francisco Ea iy Music Society to benefit
the AIDS Prc: 3ct of the East Bay and Con-
tinuum.
Throughout the week, Early Music
America proc -...ced a series of practical ses-
sions for professional early music ensem-
bles and presenters culminating in a
panel session co-sponsored with the
Berkeley Feat val on how what we know
abo-it Bach'N career ',and the socio-eco-
nomic conditions o is time) can be in-
st:uctive for today's professional early
music performers. 1v1:derated by Ameri-
can Recorder editor Benjamin Dunham,
the T.,anel incltded Graze Cathedral organ-
ist John Fenstermaker, New York Times
nrisic critic Edward Rothstein, Hewlett
Foundation program Dfficer Barbara Bar-
clay. and arts patron Judge Marie Bertill-
ion Collins ref ecting on an opening state-
ment by organist and UC Berkeley
professor John Butt

Benjamin Dunham

New Music for Recorders
"Last-West" (S solo + AATB fg• Guitar),
by H.U. Staeps $12($1 mailine)
Six Thumbnail Sketches (easy-moderate
duets for AA), by Freda Burford $2(500)
Five Poems by Emily Dickinson (Soprano
voice and A), by Carol Herman $10($1)
Three Aspects (5 recorders),
by Peter Ballinger $10($1)
"Orpkie descendant aux Et!fers"(Countertenor,
2 bames2 violins, A Recorder, Flute & BC),

by M-A. Charpentier (ed. Houle) (enquire)

Still available:
Two Quartets (SAAT & AllB),
by Ann McKinley $8($1)
Sonata (SATB),
by Francis Poulenc (an. PRB) $12($1)
Mosaics (Viol quartet + SATB),
by Martha Bishop $12($1)
Carousel (S A/ SiTB), and Shoreline Suite
(SAAI), by Leonie Jenkins ca. $9($1)
Maacama Trio (Am),
by Ridgway Banks $8($1)

*Ma&sinfor °niers totaing $/00 Or 1110re

PRB PRODUCTIONS, 963 PERALTA,

ALBANY, CA 94706 (510) 526-0722

Restoration, Repair,
and Maintenance

of Fine Instruments

Collins and Williams
Historic Woodwinds

White Hollow Road
Lakeville, CT 06039

All our work carries
a guarantee of

your satisfaction.

E. Perrin

Renaissance Flutes
1747 Maltman Avenue

Los Angeles, California 90026
(213) 660-8475
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For membership information write:

John A. 1,Vhisler
1308 Jackson Ave.
Charleston, Ill. 61920-2242

Recorders—Wood & Plastic

Pam Music
18042 Gramercy Place

Torrance, California 90504

(213) 324-8444 Art Stilwell

Ben Bechtel
Historical Instruments
Harpsichords, Harps, Unicorn

Gemshorns & mote. Call or write:

4715 Olentangy Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43214

(614) 447-8750

G A R Y B L A I S E

Clavichords &

jtalian_narpsichords

b rochure available -

314-12th Street 4. San Francisco, FA 94103 4. 415.552.1934

New compositions by

RICHARD EASTMAN

for intermediate players

contemporary, melodic

For free sample and catalog:

House of Porter

961 East Porter Ave.

Naperville IL 60540-5527

(708-355-0495)

Members of the San Diego
Recorder Society use the bay as a

backdrop during their "June
Walkabout performance.
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Fall Workshops
October 2-4, "Fall Workshop" (ABS
Musica Montreal) at La Solitude Ste.
Croix, St. Anicet, Quebec, with Valerie
Horst. Info: 514-672-8302.
October 9-11, "Recorcers, Voices &

Viols" (East Bay Chapter, CA) at Head-
lands Insti:ute, Mat-in Headlands, with Ei-
leen Hadidian, Ken Johnson, and Margriet
TindemanE. Info: 510-483-8675.
October 17, "Something for Everyone"

(Orange County Recorder Society) at
United Methcdist Church, Garden Grove,
CA, with Anne Young and Gloria Ramsey.
Info 818-285-5241.
October 24-25, "Workshop for Record-

ers" (Birmingham Chapter) at Alabama
Renaissance Faire in Florence, with Patri-
cia Petersen, Gerald Moore, and Cnristo-
pher Lanz_ Info: 205-247-1431.
October 31, "Parlamen:i Musicall' (Mid-

Peninsula Recorder Orchestra) a t
Duveneck School, Palo Alto, CA. with
Frances Feldon. Info: 415-857-0827.
October 24, "Music Workshop" (Upper
Valley Ea-fly Music Society) at Thetford
Academy, Thetford Hill, NE, with Sheila
Bea:dslee and David Beluge. Info: 603-
643-9345.
November 6-8, "Music of Flanders and
Burgundy"' (Texas Mountain Chapter) at
Indian Lodge in the Davis Mountains,
with Debc rah Booth and Mc rris Newman.
Info: 915-a7-5745.
November 7, "Eastern European Ba-

roque Music" (Village & Early M-Jsic So-
ciety) at be First Baptist Church, Crass
Valley, CA, with F:ederick Palmer and
David Stein. Info: 916477-2293.

...

November 20-22 "Quincy Early Music
Consort Recorder Workshop" (Quincy
Early Music Consort: in Quincy, IL, with
Louise Austin. Info: 217-222-2684.

It's a Brand New Year
The San Diego County Recorder Society
concluded its year with the "June Walka-
bout.' This event gave nine mJs_cal
groups, from soloists tc ensembles, a
chance to perform for an audience of
about 50 that walked from one concert
site tc another at the waterside home of
Phillys Burns, president of the Society.
Soloists and others wno needed the pi3no
performed in the living room, small
groups on a patch of lawn in the front Lz_ar-
den, and :arger groups on the terrace by
the bay. Music ranged from Renaissance
dances to Telemann sonatas. Contempo-
rary selec-jons were also performed.
The Northern Virginia Recorder Soci-

ety went frc:n bi-weekly to weekly meet-
ings this past year. two formal and two in-
formal each month on Sunday evenings at
St. Paul's Lutheran Church in Falls
Church. Beginners, low intermediates,
and high intermediates rehearse sepa-
rately. The group held a spring pot-luck
dinne: and summer barbecue as fund-rais-
ing events, and gave a concert perfor-
mance at the Ballson Commons Mall on
National Play-the-Recorder Day.
Top hits cf the Spanish Renaissance
were played and enjoyed by 30 partic-
pants of the wcrksnop sponsored May 2
by the Upper Valley (NH) Early Music
Society. Deborah Boot and Morris New-
man were faculty for the workshop, the
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first such event produced by Upper Valley.
Membership in the Recorder Society of

Long Island increased 20 percent last sea-
son, owing to a well-developed program
including student memberships, in-service
credit for attendance, two day-long work-
shops, a quarterly newsletter, and small
group practice at each meeting.
"Music with Martha II," the sequel to the
Rochester (NY) Chapter's 1990-91 exper-
iment bringing Martha Bixler to coach six
weekend sessions, was so successful last
year that it has now become an institution
underwritten by the chapter. At regular
meetings, coaching for less experienced
groups is provided by the chapter's own
advanced players. Miri-concerts at each
meeting have helped tc improve the skills
and self-confidence of those participating.
The Atlanta Chapter welcomed Frances
Blaker and Letitia Berlin, two fine re-
corder players and teachers who have
moved to Atlanta over the summer." Also,
recorder composer and player Jody Miller
moved to Atlanta this summer and di-
rected the chapter's September meeting.

Passing Notes
The Orange County Recorder Society
has noted the deaths o:" two of its strong
supporters: Shirley Marcus and Frank
Plachte.
Shirley Marcus was a faculty member at

UCLA, director of the UCLA Collegium
Musicum, and a founder of the Viola da
Gamba Society West Since 1984 she had
been a frequent conductor at OCRS meet-
ings. As a viol player, she appeared as a
soloist with many organizations. The
Southern California Recorder Society

Michael ZumolT, sporting his National
Play-the-Recorder Day T-shirt, cuts
the cake at the NY Recorder Guild's
1992 Spring Playing Festival.
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I'd like to join
the ARS

Please enroll me as a member of the Society, I'm looking

forward to:

American Recorder

TARS Newsletter

91 Members' Directory

Editions of the Members' Library

Eligibility for the ARS Education Program examinations

Discounts to some recorder workshops, and on ARS publi-
cations, like the new Chapter Information Packets

9I Mailings from suppliers of material, music, instruments

cl Advice on all aspects of playing the recorder

U.S. membership $30

Canadian** membership $35

U.S. Student* membership $15

El Overseas** membership $40

0 Contribution $ 

Please charge to my VISA/MASTERCARD:
I # Exp. Date:

NAME 

ADDRESS

CITY ST ZIP PHONE( )

CHAPTER AFFILIATION, IF ANY

0 Do not list my name in Directory
D Do not release my name on mailing Lists

*Enclose proof of full-time enrollment. Student rate not applicable to family
memberships

**Paid in U.S. funds by check on U.S. bank, or by international money order

AMERICAN RECORDER SOCIETY
580 BROADWAY, SUITE 1107
NEW YORK, NY 10012-3223

I
I A copy of the latest Annual Report fi:ed by the American Recorder Society, Inc., with the New
I York Secretary of State may be obtained upon request from ARS, 580 Broadway,
I Suite 1107, New York, NY 10012-3223, or the New York Sta:e Department of State,
I 162 Washington Ave., Albany, NY 12231.
I
I.

I

I

I

I
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ARS Music Publications
Available from the American Recorder Society

580 Broadway, Suite 1107, New York, NY 10012-3223.
Please make checks payable to the American Recorder Society.

Erich Katz Contemporary Music Series

Suzanne M. Angevine A Short Tale for two basses (Level II) 2 scores $3.00

Peter Ballinger Double Quartet for Recorders (SATB+SATB, Level
score and parts $8.00

Cecil Effinger

Lee Gannon

Stanley W. Osborn

Frederick Palmer

Robert Strizich

Robert Strizich

Dialogue and Dance (SATB, Level II-110
score and parts $8.00

Sonatine for 3 altos (Level III) score & parts $12.00
score, parts & demo cassette $20.00

Kyrie and Vocalise for sopr. voice and recorder quartet
(SATB, Level II) 2 scores 6( 4 recorder parts $6.00

Entrevista for recorder quartet (SATB, Level II)
2 scores 6( 4 parts $6.00

Fantasia for recorder quartet (SATB, Level 111+14 scores only $16.00
4 scores 6c demo cassette $24.00

Aphorisms for solo alto (Level III+) score only $10.00
score & demo cassette $18.00

Postage and handling charges: $2.00 for single copies, plus $1.00 per Cassette; $4.00
for two or more copies

Members' Library Editions:

#1. Elizabethan Delights
#2. Vintage Burgundy
#3. Slow Dance with Doubles (Colin Sterne)
#4. Sentimental Songs (arr. David Goldstein)
#5. Los Pastorest.arr. Virginia N. Ebinger)

$1.50 per copy. Postage and handling charges: $1.50 (1-4) copies, $2.50 (5 or more
copies)

Other Materials
from the American Recorder Society:

Chapter Information Packets:

I. Recorder Care, by Scott Paterson
2. American Recorder Music, by Constance Primus
3. Music for Mixed Ensembles, by Jennifer Lehmann
4. Improve Your Consort Skills, by Susan (Prior) Carduelis
5. Playing Music for the Dance, by Louise Austin
6. The Burgundian Court and Its Music, coordinated by Judith Whaley

Each $10, members; $20, non-members, plus $2 postage and handling ($5 for 3 or 4
packets, $6 for 5 or 6 packets).

Educational Program:

Study Guide for Levels 1,11, and III (3rd revision, December 1991) - no charge
Study Guide Handbook (with Music Lists & Reference Materials for Levels I, II,
& III) -$10; plus S2 postage and handling

New! Discography of the Recorder in 1989
Compiled by Scott Paterson and David Lasocki - $20.00, members; $25.00,
non-members. Price includes discounts on updates. Postage and handling, $3.00.

American Recorder Society

580 Broadway, Suite 1107
New York, NY 10012-3223

(212) 966-1246

Members of the Indianapolis Chapter
had a chance to try out large sizes
of recorders brought to their spring
workshop th leader Eva Legene.

will sponsor an annual scholarship to the
MalilaJ Early Music Workshop in her
memc ry.
Frank Plachte was a longtime member

of the Ameri:an Recorder Society and Los
Angeles area recorder groups, including
the early Los Angeles Recorder Society,
the Southern California Recorder Society,
and the Ormge County Recorder Society.
His communications to American Re-
cordEr were often printed, most recently
his reflections on Bernard Krainis's
speech accepting the ARS Distinguished
Achievement Award: "We should, we
must make deliberate efforts to attract
and guide more young players, be this in
schools, camps, workshops, chapter meet-
ings, or via scholarships. There is nothing
wrong with the many players who are
along in years. But the future and prog-
ress of early mus:c and the ARS may well
be related to the younger ones, and we do
not have enough of them." The SCRS has
made a $200 contribution in his name to
the ARS President's Appeal.
Craig Berger, a long-time participant

and iuppc rter of the San Francisco Early
Mus:c Society Simmer Workshops, died
in a traffic accident June 29 while return-
ing from the SFEMS Baroque Workshop.
He was 45. A chemistry and philosophy
major at Antioch College, he had been a
commercial fisherman in Oregon for 17
years. He and his wife Janice had attended
the STENS Recorder and Baroque Work-
shop since 1987. A memorial fund in his
!mire has been established at SFEMS.
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Lucktenberg Historical Keyboard Tour (cont.)

stice, and the outdoor life in Trondheim
went on all through tLe night This city of
140,000 people was once the capital of
Norway. Its huge cathedral with a façade
of stone sculptures and its display of the
Norwegian crown jewels attest to this.
The main reason for our trip to
Trondheim was the famous Ringve Mu-
seum of musical instruments. A kind
guide (who turned out to be a recorder
customer of the Von Huene Workshop)
showed us the well-displayed collection
and gave us a chance to play the key-
boards, including an Italian virginal. For
the first time, I heard George Lucktenberg
play, and I was enchanted and awed by his
ability to play music of the time and place
matching each of instruments. This, cou-
pled with his great sense of humor and his
love of story telling, made me understand
even more the popularity of these
"Lucktenberg Tours." Dpes this one really
have to be the last?
Stockholm to me was a marvel. Beauti-

fully laid out on its fourteen islands (and
sixty bridges), it was neNer destroyed and
could grow slowly and carefully through
the centuries. There are beautiful vistas
over the harbors, quaint old houses that
are preserved by the city government, and
a handsome City Hall of 1923 (it can be
rented by any citizen) decorated with
twenty million mosaics in "Swedish-Vene-
tian style." The palace and cathedral are in
the Old Town, where I fo Ind a marvelous
handicraft store. In the Finnish church
nearby, we heard a recital on a tracker
organ of 1796, restored two years ago.
We visited two musical instrument mu-

seums. First was the "Stiftelsen Musik-
kulturens framjand," founded by Rudolf
Nydal, with 580 instruments in original
condition (no restorations), among them
two crystal flutes, harpsichords, lutes, a
Tielke gamba (1696), C riental instru-
ments, music boxes, and mJsical paintings
and etchings. Next was the "Musikhistor-
isk Museum," where Felix Wolff gave us a
fine tour in this former army bakery. The
present director is Christer Maim. There
are many fine keyboards but also good
woodwinds by Grenser, Ro:tenburgh, and
Thomae. One room is designed for chil-
dren; they can put their hands on drums
and gongs, a trombamarina, and a ma-
rimba and learn all about how different

sounds are produced. I wish we had this
in Boston.
By canal boat we went to Drott-

ningholm, the summer residence of the
royal couple. For me, an old dream came
true when I saw the old theater here, the
3ne seen in Ingmar Bergman's Magic
Flute. It was built in 1790 and then forgot-
en until 1922, when Agne Beier stumbled
across it. Today, there are again opera per-
formances, using the old scenery that to
this day is operated by windlasses. The
only renovations are the installation of
Electricity and plumbing and some back
rests for the benches. Surrounding the au-
ditorium are handsome reception rooms
and the former living quarters of the ac-
tors. The colors are subdued, soft grays
and cream, the lack of curtains maximiz-
ir g the light coming in. It feels like a fairy
tale come to life.
After this visit I was determined to see

the Wasa, the flagship of King Gustav
Adolf II that sank on her maiden voyage
in 1628. In 1961, she was raised from the
harbor mud, carefully sprayed with a pre-
servative for several years, and then
hcused in a museum specially built for
her. She is a great source of pride to the
Swedish people and a document to the
co-nmon people of the 17th century.

I: was nice to be able to walk in Stock-
ho.m and to see the people. They looked
tar ned and healthy and well-taken-care-of.
WE walked from the musical instrument
museum along the Strandvagen to the
Wasa Museum (next to the Nordic Mu-
seum) and from there again along the
water to the National Gallery. What a
beautiful spot for a museum, looking over
the water to the Old Town and its stee-
ples. We were anxious to see the typically
Swedish painters of the turn of the cen-
tury and were rewarded with many more
treasured friends: Lucas Cranach, designs
by L.J. Desprez, Carl Larsson watercolors,
frescoes of the Wasa family, the painting
by J Leyster (1609-1660) of a "Boy Play-
ing the Flute," and my old favorite, "Still
Life with Cherries" by Osias Beert (1580-
1624).
This was the end of our tour. At our fare-

well dinner, I invited all my new friends to
the next Boston Early Music Festival &
Exhibition (June 13-16, 1993) and already
began looking forward to a reunion.

EARLY
DOUBLE

REED
• manual SERVICE
• supplies
• reed tools
• custom made reeds
• instrument stands
• instrument builder
• repairs/modifications
• aithorized ictory service

station for Mooch and Wood

KEITH E. LORAINE
787 LIBERTY ROAD
PETALUMA, CA 94952

707 - 763-3981

7he Early Musk Shop
for Europe's
largest selection
of recorders...

...and
the best

after sales
service.

You won't find a finer
choice or better value. We

offer an On Approval scheme
with complete confidence and

naturally we have a specialist
workshop for repairs and service.

For further details write or phone today

(0274) 393753 (UK dialling code: 44).

38 Manningham Lane, Bradford,
West Yorks, BD1 3 EA, ENGLAND.

Old Manuscripts& Incunabula
Specialists in Facsimile Editions

PO Box 6019, FDR Station
New York, NY 10150

Telephone (212)758-1946
Telefax (212)593-6186

Playing from the original? Write
or call us for our 1992 recorder &
flute listing of facsimiles.

THE
KOCH

RECORDER

RR 1, BOX 301
HAVERHILL

NEW HAMPSHIRE 03765

Tel. (603)989-5574

Illustrated Folder on Request

Established 1936
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Where the haves and the have-nots of the recorder world can find each other
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Classified rate for American Recorder:
501$ per word, ten-word minimum. "For
Sale" and "Wanted" will not be counted
but may be included in the copy. Zip code
counts as one word; telephone number as
two words. Payment must accompany
copy. Classified advertisements will not
be billed. Send copy plus payment to the
American Recorder Society, 580 Broad-
way, Suite 1107, New York, NY 10012.

THUMB RESTS: Adhesive backing, rosewood
or ebony, SAT sizes, $12.50 ppd. Maple,
cherry, or walnut, SAT sizes, $8.50 ppd. (N.Y. +
7%). Seely Workshop, Inc., 292 Barrington St.,
Rochester, NY 14607.

FOR SALE: Self-teaching Renaissance flute
manual: thirteen graded examples, solo, en-
semble, $7.25 plus $2 S/H. Renaissance flute
solos: thirty-six pieces, easy to difficult, $7.25
plus $2 S/H. Ren. flute duos/trios, $10.00 plus
$3 S/H. Passaggi...Richardo Rogniono, 1592:
division exercises arr. for Renaissance flute,
recorder, $7.25 plus $2 S/H. Ricercate—
Passaggi et Cadentie...G. Bassano, 1595, arr.
for Renaissance flute, recorder, $7.25 plus $2
S/H. Perrin, 1747 Maltman, Los Angeles, CA
90026,213-660-8475.

BASS REST: Say good-bye to neckstraps or sore
ankles! Support your bass on the floor. Remov-
able for storage with Velcro® fastening. Model
FV for flat-bottomed basses, Model RV for non-
flat-bottomed basses, $35 ppd. (NY + 7%).
Seely Workshop, Inc., 292 Barrington St., Roch-
ester, NY 14607.

STRINGED INSTRUMENTS by Joe Baker. Viols,
Baroque and modern violins and violas, vielles,
rebecs, student viols. Brochure, price lists, pho-
tos ava lable. Box 332, Monterey, MA 01245,
413-528-9385.

HARPS OF LORIEN offers a large selection of
musical instruments and cassettes for the
whole family: inexpensive but excel' ent record-
ers, drums, harps, pentatonic instruments, pan-
pipes, Renaissance instruments, and more.
Quantity discounts available. Catalog: 610
North Star Route ARS, Questa, NM 87556.
505-586-1307.

WALNUT MUSIC STANDS, Custom inlaid,
fully adjustable. Photos available. B.W.M.
Benn, Harpsichord maker, 4424 Judson Lane,
Minneapolis, MN 55435, 612-922-2280.

ORIEL LIBRARY: Recorder ensemble music
published in England by Theo Wyatt; low price
of twelve cents per page; over 75 titles in print;
for catalog write: Alexander Breed, 50 Rutland
St., Watertown, MA 021 72.

FOR SALE: Ariel bass recorder, maple, with
bocal, case. Great for small hands, Nearly new.
$400/best offer (must sell). 510-524-0949.

YVES ALBERT FEDER HARPSICHORD WORK-
SHOPS. We're currently working on two Tas-
kin-derived French Doubles. If interested,
please visit our workshop and play two of our
"concert circuit veterans." Glad to discuss fin-
ishing options. Also classic Flemish single and
double designs and virginals. Zuckermann/D.
Jacques Way Associate since 1976. YVES AL-
BERT FEDER HARPSICHORDS, Box 640,
Killingworth, CT 0641 7, 203-663-1811.

TUNE HISTORICAL TEMPERAMENTS with
Widener Engineering Electronic Tuners. Full
range of models specifically designed for his-
torical temperaments. Factory Distributor
Widener Engineering. YVES ALBERT FEDER
HARPSICHORDS, Box 640, Killingworth, CT
0641 7, 203-663-1811.

CONTINUO Magazine of Old Music, a de-
lightful collection of regular columnists for
Strings, Woodwinds, Recorder, Organ, Perfor-
mance practice, as well as reviews of record-
ings. Included is Marketplace, the mail order.
service for recordings and books. Send for a
FREE sample. P.O. Box 327 Hammondsport,
NY 14840, USA, or phone 607-569-2489.

RENAISSANCE FLUTES: Individually hand-
crafted from the finest hardwoods. Descant,
alto, tenor, bass, great bass. Quite reasonably
priced. Satisfaction guaranteed. R.M. McNulty,
RD#1, Box 358, Centre Hall, PA 16828, 814-
466-7709.

FOR SALE: Shakuhachi - Japanese Flute, and
Quena - Andean Flute. Wonderful alternative
instruments for recorder players. These plastic
versions play as well as bamboo models cost-
ing much more. $25 each, plus $4 S/H. Mary
Deavenport, 1823 Lawson, Amarillo, TX
79106. 806-359-4278.

YOUR HISTORICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS, ar-
rangements, or new compositions profession-
ally typeset and printed. Free brochure with
sample and fees. Quilisma Music, P.O. Box
81 7, Lexington, KY 40508-0817.

FOR SALE: Hanchet F schalmei $125; Moeck
crumhorns (double holes): tenor $350, ex-
tended bass $600; Weber extended great-bass
crumhorn $900; Wood tenor sordune $250;
Moeck tenor kortholt $350; Crocker Medieval
fidel $700. Also many early music books (send
SASE for list). Instruments, 4514 Makyes Road,
Syracuse, NY 13215. 315-492-2987.

WANTED: Singers and instrumentalists for
newly formed early music ensemble in New
York City. Reply to P.O. Box 090039, Brooklyn,
NY 11209-0001.

FOR SALE: Baroque oboe (Denner) Vas Dias,
real ivory rings, boxwood, a=415, reeds, sup-
plies, $1,200. Moeck crumhorns (new design),
cases, alto $420, tenor $520, negotiable. 619-
569-0526.

FOR SALE: Moeck Renaissance recorders, lov-
ingly used and in perfect condition: bass with
keys, $950; tenor with keys, $575; alto, $205.
Tenor Renaissance rankett, $450. Unique Ba-
roque tromba marina, 73" tall, traditional bell
shape, with bow, $1,050. Renaissance tromba
marina, 57" long, two strings, $450. Details and
photos, phone Charles Foster, 504-393-6498.

THE GILAPOUCH, the recorder player's re-
corder bag now available. Pockets for instru-
ments, cleaners, accessories. Carrying handles
and all-around zipper. Sizes SA/SAT/Bass/
Custom. Attractive, lightweight, convenient.
Free brochure: Nadia Lawrence, 808 Fourth
Street, #208, Santa Monica, CA 90403.

FOR SALE: Alto Recorder, Moeck Rotten-
burgh, Blackwood, one year old, $425. 215-
542-8774.

FOR SALE: Moeck alto Rottenburgh 439
voiced by von Huene, $390. Coolsma soprano
S8, $140. Both nearly new. Karen 206-696-
0244.
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Been looking for the BEST? You've asked about them,
you've heard about them, now they're here.

YAMAHA
WOOD GRAIN;-z,

PLASTIC RECORDERS
The BEST has gotten even BETTER!!!

list
Yamaha Rottenburgh Soprano Recorder $27
Yamaha Rottenburgh Alto Recorder $43

**Get Both Recorders for Only $49.95**

They have a beautiful "flamed" wood grain look with an excellent warm tone and

CMU Price
$21.60
$34.40

fine tuning.

The Division Recorder Book One $5.95
The Division Recorder Book Two $5.95

**Get Both Books for a Special Price of $10.50**

These two books bring together all surviving sets of variations or divisions written over a ground bass from
1680-1708 by composers in England. For alto recorder with or without continuo.

Schott
ED 12322

The Recorder Player's Handbook, Hans-Martin Linde. This thoroughly revised and newly-
translated edition will be indispensable to recorder players at all levels of interest and ability.
The book is a comprehensive survey of the instrument, its history and its music with advice
on brea7hing, tone produrtion, fingering, articulation, practice and performance

ED 12387 The Schott Recorder Consort Anthology Vol I. Fifteenth Century Music 
ED 12388 The Schott Recorder Consort Anthology Vol. II French & Spanish Music 
ED 12389 The Schott Recorder Consort Anthology Vol. III Italian Music 
ED 12390 The Schott Recorder Consort Anthology Vol. IV Dance Music 
ED 12391 The Schott Recorder Consort Anthology Vol. V German & Dutch Music 
ED 12392 The Schott Recorder Consort Anthology Vol. VI English Music 

$29.95

$15.95
$15.95
$15.95
$15.95

$15.95
$15.95

**Order the Entire Set (Six Volumes) for a Special Price of $85.00**

In these six volumes, editor Bernard Thomas has tried to include as many different kinds of music as possible
that are suitable for recorder consort from the 15th to the 17th centuries. All the material is organized according
to country or origin and in more or less chronological order. The extensive introduction in Vol. I gives advice
on consort playing techniques and ornamentation. Each volume contains source notes on each piece and
contains 25 to 35 pages.

to order any of the above items call us at 1-800-2-RICHIE toll FREE
or write: COURTLY MUSIC UNLIMITED
2067 Broadway, Suite 27, New York, N.Y. 10023

Minimum shipping charge $3.00
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P.O. BOX 338, 74 AMENIA UNION ROAD • SHARON, CT 06069

TEL. (203) 364-5431 FAX (203) 364-5168

Now available from your local music dealer:

BINCHOIS: 8 Chansons for 3 instruments EML215 $5.50

BYRD: The Consort Music for 3 instruments EML2i 6 $5.50

5 Anonymous Villancicos for 4 instruments EML217 $3.75

JANEQUIN: 2 Chansons for 4 instruments EML2t8 $3.75

FRANCK: 2 Pavans for 6 instruments EML2t9 $4.25

GABRIELI: Sonata Pian E Forte for 8 instruments in 2 choirs EML22o $8.50

BATEMAN: Recorders in Rhythm for 4-5 recorders DOL4ot $9.50

BATEMAN: Solos in Swing for soprano recorder & piano DOL 403 $8.00

HARRIS: Jazzin' Around for SSAATT, piano & percussion DOL4o4 $8.50

ADAMS: Extraordinary Encores for solo recorder & piano DOI,' 19 $12.50

BYRD: Non Vos Relinquam for AATTB AVPI5 $3.00

CAVACCIO: Toccata for SATB DOL3o2 $3.75

FRESCOBALDI: Bergamasca for SATB/ATTB DOL3o7 $7.00

J.S. BACH: Fuga Alla Breve E Staccato for SATB DOL3o8 $6.00

J. S. BACH: Allabreve for SATB DOL3o9 $6.00

HOOK: Trio (Op. 83/V) for AAA DOL3to $6.00

and DOLMETSCH RECORDERS in Pea rwood, Boxwood and Rosewood

_MagnainttsicT/Vributors, Inc. 

We are U.S. distributors of
RECORDERS: Adler, Aura, Coolsma, Dolmetsch, Heinrich, Schneider, and Zen-On.

HISTORICAL WOODWINDS: Renaissance und Barockinstrumentenstudio, Musisca.

HARPSICHORDS: Hannover, Neupert.
RECORDER MUSIC: Anfor, Avondale Press, Berandol, Bosworth, Broken Consort, Cheap Trills,

Dolce Edition, Dovehouse, Early Music Library, Gamut, Hug, Jolly Robin Press, London Pro Musica,
L'Oiseau Lyre, Magnamusic, Marlborough, Muses Gardin, Pan, Pelikan, Polyphonic Publications,

Schott, Sweet Pipes, Tomus, and Zen-On.
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